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Amnesty
day planned
for disposal
of old tires
Special the Ledger
alloway County, in
cooperation with the
Division of Waste
Management, will sponsor a
tire amnesty program to allow
Calloway County citizens the
opportunity to dispose of waste
tires at no charge. This will
include tires on rims.
The free tire disposal will be
offered Sept. 22-24,from 8 a.m.
to 4 p.m. at the Calloway
County Road Department, East
Sycamore Street. Murray.
The only tires not accepted
are foam filled, calcium filled,
off-road construction, solid
with pressed on rims and equipment tires with a bead greater
than I 1/3 inches. Tires will not
be accepted from retailers.
Participants are asked to not
leave tires expect during the
specified hours.
For more information, contact
Tonya
Robinson,
Environmental
Planner's
Office, at (270) 759-3549.

Obama,
GOP
continue
meeting

C

English named CCMS
assistant principal
Special to the Ledger
Mark English has been
named the next assistant principal for Calloway County
Middle
School. The
position
became vacant
when
Amy
Turner
was
named
as
CCMS principal on June 2.
English
has
English
taught
at'
Calloway
Middle for the past six years last year working with 8th
grade Social Studies.
"I'm excited about this new
opportunity," said English. "I
hope to help continue the aca-

II See Page 2A
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Debt talks grind
on; clock ticks
toward default

GREG TRAVIS / Ledger & Times

Members of the Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad, the Calloway County Sheriff's Office and others responded to a
call of a house fire in Coldwater Wednesday morning. Pictured above, firefighters Dustin Odom, left, and Mike Holt spray
water on a section of the roof, as flames can be seen coming from another section of the residence. Below, a CCFR
Squad firefighter holds to a ladder as he sprays water inside a portion of the structure. Traffic along KY 121 was closed
for several hours while crews battled the blaze.

Fire claims lite of child
Cause of
blaze under
investigation
Two adults in house
reported uninjured
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
A house fire in Coldwater
Wednesday morning resulted in
the death of a 2-year-old boy,
state officials said.
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Assistant Chief Tommy Morgan
said firefighters were called to
24 Morgan Dr. at approximately
6:50 a.m. and remained on the
scene until about 1:30 p.m.
while Kentucky State Fire
Marshal Bill Compton investigated.
Calloway
County
Coroner Rick Harris said the
deceased child's name was

By ANDREW TAYLOR
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Budget talks between President
Barack Obama and his GOP
rivals are at a frustrating standstill, leading a top Republican to
launch a long-shot proposal to
give Obama sweeping new
powers to muscle through an
increase in the government's
debt limit without the 'approval
of a bitterly divided Congress.
Lawmakers returned to thc
White House Wednesday for
their four negotiating session
with the president in as many
days. Obama has said the daily
meetings will continue until a
deal is reached.
A two-hour session Tuesday
produced no progress after a
day of poisonous exchanges
between
Democrats
and
Republicans.
Senate GOP leader Mitch
McConnell of Kentucky offered
a backup plan that would, in
effect,
guarantee
Obama
requests for new government
borrowing authority unless
Congress musters veto-proof
majorities to deny him
McConnell said he was forced
to introduce the plan because he
didn't see a path to an agreement so long as Democrats
insist on revenue increases.
McConnell said Wednesda
that his proposal was a "last
resort if the president continues
to shirk his duties to do something about our dire fiscal situation."
"Make the president show in
black and white the specific cuts
he claims to support. If he refuses he'll have to raise the debt
ceiling on his own," McConnell
said on the Senate floor. "But
he's not going to get
Republicans to go along with
that."

See Page 2A
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The National Weather Service
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Thursday: Mostly cloudy with
a 30 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. A high near
91. East northeast wind around
5 mph becoming calm.
Thursday Night: Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 72.
East southeast wind between 3
and 5 mph.
Friday: Partly sunny with a
slight chance of showers and
thunderstorms. A high near 92.
South wind between 3 and 5
mph.
Friday Night: Partly cloudy,
with a low around 74. South
wind around 5 mph.
Saturday: A slight chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Mostly sunny, with a high near
91. South southeast wind
around 5 mph becoming calm.
Saturday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 75.
South wind around 5 mph.
Sunday: Sunny, with a high
near 92. South southeast wind
around 5 mph.
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MCCH Benton
clinic 1st year
numbers below
projections
By ANGIE HATTON
Staff Writer
The Clinic at Walmart in
Benton, operated by the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital failed to meet a
projected financial breakeven point in its first year.
According to hospital officers, nearly 3,000 patients
visited the clinic in its first
year.
In March, then MCCH
CEO Keith Bailey said that
according to financial projections, the clinic would
break even at 25 visitors per
day, or a little more than

•See Page 2A

Governor's Scholars staying busy at Murray State
apply at the program's webBy HAWKINS TEAGUE
site, gsp.ky.gov, and the
Staff Writer
For the second year in a applications are judged at
row, Murray State University three levels: Individual
districts
and
is hosting several hundred schools,
high school students with the statewide. Criteria for selecfive-week
Governor's tion includes an essay, academic achievement and the
Scholars Program.
Students arrived in Murray students' activities in their
for the opening day of the communities.
"The goal of the program. I
program on June 25, and the
closing ceremony will be think, is to help support and
'held July 29. MSU faculty prepare the next generation
members Warren Edminster of leaders for the state of
and Dan Lavitt wrote the pro- Kentucky," Myers said.
posal for the university's "GSP is really an intellectual
three-year bid for GSP, which program. A lot of people
began last summer and will would look at it as an educafinish next year. Besides tional program, and certainly,
MSU, programs are also cur- that's a component of it, a
rently
being
held
at major component of it. But it
Louisville's
Bellarmine goes much further than that.
University and Danville's The intellectual (aspect) is
not only just learning stuff,
Centre College.
Charlie Myers, director of but getting along with people,
GSP at the MSU campus,
said high school students can II See Page 2A
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HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger & Times
Melissa Engleman, business research and instruction librarian at Murray State University's Waterfield Library, shows the
business and economics class of the Governor's Scholars
Program how to navigate the library's bottom level
Wednesday.
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•Debt talks...
From Front
McConnell's proposal immediately ran into stiff opposition
among tea party conservatives
and seemed unlikely to pass the
House, but neither the White
House nor House Speaker John
Boehner, R-Ohio, dismissed it
out of hand.
"I think everybody agrees
there needs to be a backup plan
if we can't come to an agreement," Boehner said in a Fox
News
Channel
interview
Tuesday
afternoon. "And
frankly, I think Mitch has done
good work."
Under McConnell's proposal,
Obama could request — and
likely secure — increases of up
to $2.5 trillion in the government's borrowing authority in
three separate installments over
the coming year as long as he
simultaneously proposed spending cuts of greater size.
The debt limit increases would
take effect unless blocked by
Congress under special rules
that would require speedy
action — and even then Obama
could .exercise his authority to
veto such legislation. But the
president's spending would
have no guarantee of receiving a
vote.
"The American people elected
(McConnell)to serve as a check
on Obama's appetite for out-ofcontrol spending, not to write
him a blank check to continue
the binge," said conservative
activist Brett Bozell. "It's these
sort of shenanigans that got
Republicans thrown out of
power in 2006."
Tea party favorite Sen. Jim
DeMint, R-S.C., asked about
McConnell's plan Wednesday
on CBS' 'The Early Show,"
said, "Republicans weren't
elected last November to make
it easier to spend and borrow
and add to our debt."
GOP presidential candidate
Newt Gingrich wrote on
Twitter,"McConnell's plan is an
irresponsible surrender to big
government, big deficits and
continued overspending."
Republicans, meanwhile, continued pushing for a balanced
budget amendment that woad
require Washington to balance
its books. McConnell said
politicians in Washington have
showed they. can't get the job
done, and "If the president
won't do something about the
debt we'll go around him and
take it to the American people."
McConnell made his proposal
public a few hours before
Obama presided Tuesday over
his third meeting in as many
days with congressional leaders
searching for a way to avoid a
default and possible financial
crisis.
Democratic officials who participated in the session said

•

Obama
did
not
reject
McConnell's idea, but said it's
not his preferred approach. A
statement issued later by press
secretary Jay Carney said the
president "continues to believe
that our focus must remain on
seizing this unique opportunity
to come to agreement on significant, balanced deficit reduction."
McConnell's
plan
was
hatched out of frustration that
Congress and Obama are deadlocked as the clock ticks toward
an Aug. 2 deadline for a marketrattling default on U.S. obligations. McConnell said he still
hoped a deal could be reached,
but that a backup plan would
show the markets and public
that default is not an option.
Republicans are demanding
$2 trillion-plus in budget cuts as
the price for a commensurate
increase in the government's
ability to continue to borrow
more than 40 cents of every dollar it spends. Both Republicans
and Obama see the politically
toxic debt limit vote as a way to
seize an opportunity to cut
future deficits — a move that
would seem to be to the political
benefit of both sides.
But GOP refusals to consider
devoting any new revenue from
closing tax loopholes — like
those enjoyed by oil and gas
companies — to cutting the
deficit has led Democrats to
withhold further spending cuts
beyond a handful tentatively
agreed to during several weeks
of talks led by Vice President
Joe Biden in May and June. For
their part, Republicans say the
White House is offering minuscule spending cuts in the near
term and is pulling back from
some tentative agreements on
topics like requiring federal
workers to contribute more to
their pensions.
Staffers were meeting at the
White House Wednesday morning to work out agreements on
specific cuts discussed during
those earlier Biden-led talks.
The meeting with Obama,
Biden and congressional leaders
later Wednesday was expected
to build on those discussions.
Obama himself upped the
stakes Tuesday, telling CBS
News anchor Scott Pelley that
more than $20 billion in Social
Security checks could be held
up.
"I can't guarantee that the
checks will go out Aug. 3 if we
haven't resolved this," Obama
said. "There may simply not be
the money in the coffers to do
it."

Town Crier
NOTICE
• The Murray Public Works
Committee will meet at 6 p.m.
Thursday in City Hall to discuss pre-treatment requirements under the city's sewer
ordinance.
The
Finance/Personnel
Committee will meet at 6:15
p.m. and will discuss a vehicle surplus and an update on
property liability and casualty
insurance.
• The Murray City Council
meet at 6:30 p.m. Thursday

in City Hall. They will hold a
public hearing on the wastewater facility plan and will
vote on the first readings of
two zoning ordinances related to the Murray West
Industrial Park. The council
will also vote on the first
reading of an ordinance relating to sewer pre-treatment
requirements.
• To report a Town Crier
item. e-mail: editor@murrayledgercom

Read the Want Ads Daily

Kopperud Realty's

Olen (71olue

97 Ridgeline Court
COUNTRY CUT1E! Nice 4 bedroom, 2 bath home in Deer
Ridge Subdivision with an open living room and dining area.
Spacious kitchen features oak cabinetry with large pantry and
covered porch access. Master bedroom has a private bath.
Upstairs bonus room has lots of options such as being an ideal
4th bedroom or playroom. Large 1.02 acre lot in quiet neighborhood. Priced at $144,900. MLS #58908

711 Main St.

News in Brief

753-1222

McCracken flood debris being picked up

•• •
•

Photo Provided
Pictured are staff at the Clinic at Walmart in Benton, operated by Murray-Calloway County Hospital. From left, Rose
Peavey, secretary, Jimmie Sue Mathis, secretary, DarryE
Jackson, APRN and Brad Warning, clinic manager.

From Front
9,000 annually. Bailey said that
at an average 18 visitors a day,
losses would total around
$89,000 annually.
Officials declined to comment
on the financial status of the
clinic. In discussions last year,
the MCCH Board of Trustees
agreed the advantages outweighed the risk of opening the
clinic. Steve Burford, executive
director of Physician Services,
said of the facility, "The Clinic
at Walmart in Benton was a
strategic move for the hospital
to provide another choice for
low cost convenient care in
Marshall County, especially for
those who must pay for their
own services."
The goal of the clinic was to
expand MCCH's regional services. According to Burford most
of the patients seen at the clinic
came from Marshall and
McCracken,counties. Burford
said they also served visitors to
the area from as far away as
California, Delaware and New
York.
"In our first year, we were
able to reach out to a new audience in the retail sector and
offer convenient care to supplement regular wellness," said
Burford. "We found visitors to
the clinic came for lower level
ailments that weren't severe
enough for a doctor or emergency room visit."
"We want to provide accessible healthcare to the region in
many forms, the Clinic at
Walmart is another way we can
offer that to the community and
promote health and wellness.

Typically, it takes up to three
years for a start-up clinical practice to begin reaching its potential. That said, we will continue
to evaluate the various factors
that go into supporting the
Clinical at Walmart like we
would any other operation," said
Jerry, Penner, CEO of MCCH.
The clinic gave approximately
1,000 vaccines. Common complaints included sunburns,
colds, earaches and respiratory
infections.
"In the second year, we are
looking to develop additional
services such as pre-employment physicals, drug screenings
and
Department
of
Transportation
physicals."
Burford said.
The Clinic at Walmart is operated by MCCH and affiliated
with Albertson Family Medical
and Marshall County Family
Medical. It offers affordable
walk-in medical care seven days
a week. Staff consists of a nurse
practitioner and a receptionist.
Visitors will find two exam
rooms, a small lab and a reception area.
The clinic is open Monday
through Friday from 8 a.m. to 7
p.m., Saturday from 9 a.m. to 7
p.m. and Sunday from 10 a.m.
to 6 p.m.
Each medical clinic located in
a Walmart store is owned and
operated by an independent
company that is unaffiliated
with Walmart. Walmart does not
employ any health care professionals or exercise any control
over the provision of health care
services at the clinics, it was
noted.

•Gov. Scholars...
From Front
interacting, having time for selfreflection,(which)a lot of times
we don't have in a world that
just goes so fast."
At GSP, students can participate in more than a dozen classes in subjects involving journalism/media, environmental science and politics/law. Myers
said the students do not receive
grades or take tests, but instead
learn by doing and by listening
to interesting speakers. This
year's speakers have included
Tori Murden McClure, the first
woman to cross the Atlantic
Ocean by herself in a rowboat
and president of Spalding
University; Billy Reed, a Sports
Illustrated writer who used to
.work at the Lexington HeraldLeader and the Louisville
Courier-Journal; and former
Kentucky Secretary of State
Trey Grayson, who is now
director of the Institute of
Politics at Harvard University.
Myers said Grayson, who also
spoke in Murray last summer,
had a compelling message this
year about the need for more
civility in politics and society.
He said Grayson was himself in

PADUCAH, Ky.(AP)— A contractor is continuing to pick up
sandbags that were used to protect homes against flooding in
McCracken County.
Kenneth Howie Excavating of Paducah has been hauling away
sandbags and flooding debris since June and county officials say a
cutoff date hasn't been established, according to The Paducah Sun.
Besides the sandbags, the company is picking up flood-damaged
building materials including wallboard, floor boards, plywood and
carpet.
The county is asking homeowners to put the debris in their front
yards on the house side of road ditches and to separate eligible
materials from other trash. Pickups can be coordinated by calling
the McCracken County road department or the judge-executive's
office.

Man charged with faking home invasion

•Benton clinic...

LAWRENCEBURG, Ky.(AP) — Police in the Bluegrass region
have charged a man with faking a home invasion.
Zachary S. Penwell of Lawrenceburg is charged with conspiracy
to commit assault, theft by unlawful taking and falsely reporting
an incident after his arrest on Tuesday.
Kentucky State Police say the 30-year-old Penwell called 911 on
Tuesday morning, saying he was the victim of a home invasion
and had been shot. City police found him with a gunshot wound to
a leg and he was taken by ambulance to University of Kentucky
Hospital.
Later in the day, state police concluded Penwell staged the incident.
The KSP said Penwell was taken to the Shelby County
Detention Center. He was no longer there Wednesday morning and
it wasn't clear whether he had an attorney.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)— Republican gubernatorial nominee
David Williams said Tuesday that the Jefferson County school
board should be dissolved, and that Louisville's mayor and council
should take over running the school system.
Williams, speaking at a Kentucky Chamber of Commerce meeting in Louisville, said the school system is a captive of the
Jefferson County Teachers Association and Kentucky Education
Association.
Williams said that under his proposal the Louisville mayor
would hire a superintendent and the council would serve as a
school board. Williams said the Louisville Metro Council, which
has 26 members, bring more diversity to the task than the current
seven-member Board of Education.
When asked if the mayor and council brought enough experience to oversee schools, Williams criticized the current board.
"Do you think they have enough experience on the Jefferson
County Board of Education to oversee it?" Williams asked.
Jefferson County Teachers Association president Brent McKim
called the comments "just politics."

Sale shows effects of economy on horse industry
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)— The Fasig-Tipton July yearling sale
showed Tuesday that the thoroughbred industry is still feeling the
effects of a weak economy.
Buyers in North America's first yearling sale showed they're
using similar tactics as struggling families in this economy: more
selective with their purchases and more cautious with their highend buys.
Serving as an initial indicatOr for the health of the horse industry, this year's one-day sale of 191 yearlings represented a 21.4
percent drop from the 243 sold in last year's two-day event. The
average purchase price of $69,890 dipped 7.8 percent while the
median increased $10,000 to $60,000.
"There really aren't any great surprises. We anticipated a market
similar to 2010, and we found a similar market," Fasig-Tipton
President Boyd Browning said. Browning said breeders' decisions
to reduce foal crops in recent years led to this year's smaller sale.
Barbara Banke's Stonestre,et Stables and George Bolton purchased this year's sale topper for $310,000. The Harlan's Holiday
colt is out of the Include mare, Acrosstheborder. .
"Coming in over here we thought if he brought 150(thousand) it
would be a good sale, so obviously we're very happy with the
sale," said Greg Burchell, whose CrossRoads Sales consigned the
colt.

GSP as a teenager, and is on the
program's board of directors.
"We're glad to have him as
sort of a role model and someone who has come through the
program," Myers said.
Myers said that this is the 29th
year for the Kentucky GSP,
which he said was the largest
and strongest program of its
kind in the nation. He said that Western center awarded national accreditation
when the current executive
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.(AP)— Western Kentucky
director, Aristdfanes Cedefio, University's Early Childhood Center has been awarded accreditabegan working with the pro- tion by the National Association for the Education of Young
gram almost three decades ago, Children for a five-year period.
there were 37 programs in the
Known as the Vickie and Dan Renshaw Early Childhood Center,
United
States.
Today, the facility serves 65 to 70 children ages 15 months through
Kentucky's is one of only 17, kindergarten from Warren and surrounding counties. Groups are
and continues through public- made up of children with delays or disabilities and children who
private partnerships, he said.
are typically developing.
Myers said he is happy to be in
The center is part of Western Kentucky University's Su7anne
Murray for another year and Vitale Clinical Education Complex.
grateful for the hospitality of
everyone with whom he has Kentucky's 2 Boys Nation senators
chosen
come into contact.
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)— Kentucky's representatives for The
"Everybody has just been so American Legion
Boys National have been chosen.
nice in the community," he said.
They are Caspar Adrian of West Paducah and Drake Riley of
"This is a great place to be ... in
Bowling Green, who were chosen to represent Kentucky as senaterms of providing opportunities
tors at the event July 22 through 30 in Washington, D.C.
for scholars to do things and to
They are among 98 high school students from throughout the
get involved with things and just
United States picked to attend. The American Legion says they
support that we need for the program. We could not ask for were selected based on leadership skills, academic record and
activity at American Legion Boys State.
more."
The program provides a week of government training in
Washington, including lectures and forums with visits to federal
agencies, institutions, memorials and historical sites.

Peyton Bohne.
Ricki Gardenhire, information
officer with the Kentucky
Energy & Environment, Labor,
Public Protection Cabinets, also
confirmed the name of the child
and said two adults were in the
house at the time of the fire and
were not reported to be injured.
She said the child was born June
20, 2009. Officials do not suspect foul play, she said.
Harris said the child's mother.
Patricia Bohne, was one of the
two adults at the scene. He said
he could not confirm the identity of the other adult, but that he
was male. Harris said he
planned to go to Louisville
Thursday to conduct the autop-

sy, which will reveal whether
Peyton Bohne died from smoke
inhalation or from burns.
The Murray Ledger & Times
was able to reach Compton, but
he referred questions to
Gardenhire. Gardenhire said an
investigator would be back at
the scene Thursday to continue
the investigation.
Morgan said 30-35 volunteer
firefighters extinguished the
fire, and that approximately 11
trucks were on scene. Ky. 121
was closed between the 22 and
23 mile markers for several
hours while the fire was extinKentucky
guished,
said
Cabinet
Transportation
spokesman Keith Todd.
No other information was
available at press time.
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III House fire...
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State Fair tickets discounted in advance
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Admission to the Kentucky State
Fair is being offered at a discount online or at dozens of Kroger
stores in Kentucky and southern Indiana if purchased in advance.
Gate admission and Thrillway ride tickets are available with a
Kroger Plus card at more than 75 Kroger locations in the checkout
lanes and customer service desks through Aug. 17. Advance discount tickets are also available online at http://www.kystatefairorg
Advance discount tickets are $8 for adults, $4 for children ages
3 to 12 and seniors 55 and over. Thrillway tickets are $17 for 22.
After Aug. 17, tickets will only be available at the gate, where
adult admission will be $10 and children and seniors $6.
The fair runs Aug. 18 through Aug. 28 at the Kentucky
Exposition Center in Louisville.

•Assistant principal••.
From Front

primary responsibilities will be

demic progress set in place by
our previous administrators. My

student discipline, instructional
support, and school safety.-
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Obituaries
LANDSCAPING

Lucille L. Thompson

NP
to pick up
iding in

uling away
ifficials say a
'aducah Sun
iod-damaged
plywood and

Lucille L. l'hompson, 90, of Hopkinsville, formerly of Murray,
died Wednesday, July 13, 2011, at the Jennie Stuart Medical Center
in Hopkinsville.
Arrangements are incomplete at this time at the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.

Gracie Alma Cashion

:ailed 911 on
invasion
hot wound to
Kentucky

Gracie Alma Cashion,84, of Murray. died Monday,July 11,2011,
at Spring Creek Health Care in Murray.
Born Nov. 26, 1926 in Trigg County, she was a homemaker and a
member of the Ledbetter Baptist Church.
Preceding in death were her husband, W.C. "Bill" Cashion; parents, Ernest and Lala Turner Morrison; son,Davis Cashion; daughter, Florence McKinney; sisters, Mae Ellis, Mildred Rogers and
Doris Morrison; and brothers, Hoy, William, Thomas, Charles and
Glen Morrison.
She is survived by two daughters, Virginia Felgenhauer and
Brenda Ferguson, both of Murray; two sons, Bobby Cashion and
wife, Janie of Dresden, Tenn., and Harold Cashion and wife, Anita
of Murray; one sister, LaWanda Cashion of Murray; two brothers,
Philip and James Morrison, both of Murray; and 13 grandchildren,
36 great-grandchildren and several nieces and nephews.
A memorial service will be held Friday, July 15, 2011, at 2 p.m. at
the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with the Rev. Kerry Lambert officiating. Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are being handled by the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.
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Opal Boyd Smith, 81, of Symsonia, died Tuesday, July 12, 2011,
at 5 p.m. at Oakview Nursing & Rehabilitation Center.
A member of the Symsonia Baptist Church, she
retired from the Florsheim Shoe Factory and was
the owner of Opal's Flowers & Gifts in Symsonia.
In addition to her parents. Andrew Boyd and
Allie Kimbro Boyd Williams, she was preceded in
death by one brother, Waymon Boyd; and one sister, Laurell Boyd Loveless.
She is survived by her husband, Jack B. Smith of
Symsonia; one daughter, Connie McManus and
her husband, Donnie of Symsonia; one son, Jackie
Smith
Smith of Symsonia; four grandchildren. Jodi and
Greg Butler, Jamie and Keith Adkins, Andrew
Smith and Danielle Smith; seven great-grandchildren; also extended family in Murray and Calloway County.
Funeral services will be held Friday, July IS, 2011, at 3 p.m. at
Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home and Crematory with the Rev.
Rick Miller officiating. Burial will follow in the Feezor Cemetery.
Visitation will be tonight, Thursday, from 4-8 p.m. at the funeral
home.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of memorial contributions to Symsonia Baptist Church, 680 State Route 348,
Symsonia, KY 42082.
Online condolences may be made at www.filbeckcannking.com.
Arrangements are being handled by Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral
Home and Crematory.

Robert Dale 'Bob' Davidson
Funeral services for Robert Dale "Bob" Davidson,63, of Hardin,
will be held Friday, Ju1y1.5, 2011, at 11 a.m. in the Chapel of the
.
Collier Funeral Home in Benton with Chaplin
George Culp, Jr., Chaplin of American Legion Post
236, officiating. Interment with military honors will
-........., follow at 2 p.m. at the Kentucky Veterans CemeteryWest in Hopkinsville.
Visitation will also be Friday, July 15, from 9 a.m. until funeral
hour at the funeral home.
Davidson died Sunday, July 10, 2011, at 8:55 p.m. at his home in
Hardin.
The son of the late Jesse Davidson and the late Cindy (Livingston)
Davidson, he was retired after 23 years of service from the U.S.
Army where he served during the Korean Conflict and Vietnam
War. He was a member of the VFW Post 1084 and the Elks Lodge
#2707 in Benton.
(
In addition to his parents, he was preceded in death by his wife,
Darla Lynn Davidson; and sister, Helen Davidson.
He is survived by his daughters, Kristina Lynn Staples of Almo,
and Victoria Ann Camfield of Murray; son, Thomas Robert
Davidson of Wentzville. Mo.; half-sister, Shelia Ann Burgess of
Murray; eight grandchildren and one great-grandchild.
Online
condolences
may
be
made
at
www.collierfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are being handled by
Collier Funeral Home in Benton.
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Leaders lack support to
solve debt limit crunch
WASHINGTON (AP) - It
was a startling admission from
House Majority Leader Eric
Cantor: "Nothing can get
through the House right now.
Nothing."
For President Barack Obama
and congressional leaders, the
debate over raising the nation's
debt ceiling has provided a stark
lesson on the limits of their
power.
Each of their proposals to lift
the limit, cut the deficit and
allow the government to pay its
bills sank before their troops had
a real chance to weigh in.
What's left is an assortment of
contingencies and increasingly
sour squabbling between intraparty factions deeply split over
what to do as an Aug. 2 deadline
ticks closer. No proposal has the
critical mass to raise the limit
and avoid default.
The lack of clarity about just
who is leading -and to where
-has taken its toll in goodwill
and trust.
That has liberated all sides
from any urge to follow their
leaders, freeing them to propose

and oppose whatever they want
on an issue that could frame the
nation's economic fate and send
ripples around the world for
years.
House Democratic leader
Nancy Pelosi, for example, felt
free to issue Obama an ultimatum on government entitlements.
Democrats, she said, will not
vote for any cuts to Medicare or
Social Security benefits, including raising the eligibility age for
the former and reducing the size
of annual cost of living increases for the latter. Obama was
willing to consider those
actions, but only if Republican
leaders would agree to raising
taxes. Rank-and-file lawmakers
in both parties balked.
The leadership lag is even
more visible in Republican
ranks.
Some conservatives, in fact,
are publicly dismissing their
leaders' warnings that a firstever default on the U.S. debt
could mean disaster, even
plunge the country into another
recession.
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Chain restaurants will make kids menus heakhier
By MARY CLARE
JALONICK
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) Parents seeking healthier restaurant meals for their kids can start
to look beyond chicken nuggets
and macaroni-and-cheese.
At least 19 large restaurant
chains - including Burger
King, Chili's, 1HOP and
Friendly's - plan to announce
Wednesday that they will
include healthier options on
their children's menus. At least
15,000 restaurant locations will

OdikY

Chestnut St. • Murray

focus on increasing servings of
fruits and vegetables, lean proteins, whole grains and low-fat
dairy. The items will have less
fats, sugars and sodium.
Less healthy foods like burgers and fries will still be on the
menu, but the restaurants say
they will do more to promote
healthier options. Chili's, for
example, will highlight a chicken sandwich with a side of
pineapple or mandarin oranges
on their kids' menu.. Burger
King has recently reformulated
children's chicken nuggets so

they include less sodium, and
employees taking orders will
ask if customers want healthier
apple fries instead of the standard "fries with that?"
The effort is part of a new
National Restaurant Association
initiative to give kids more
healthy options at restaurants
and to make it easier for parents
to find those options. Some of
the stems are already on menus,
but restaurants will advertise
them more prominently and flag
the healthier menu items to
make ordering easier.

AP sources: Rebels gaining
on Gadhafi regime
WASHINGTON (AP) Libyan
leader
Moammar
Gadhafi is facing dramatic
shortages of fuel for his soldiers
and citizens in Tripoli, and he is
running out of cash to pay his
forces and what is left of his
government, according to the
latest U.S. intelligence reports.
In France, the foreign minister
reported that Gadhafi is prepared to leave power.
Rebel forces that captured
towns from Nalut to Kilda in
Libya's western Nafusa mountains cut a key crude oil pipeline
that feeds one of the regime's
major refineries in the town of
al-Zawiya, U.S. officials told
The Associated Press. They
cited U.S. intelligence estimates
that fuel shortages could occur
within as little as a month.
The cash shortage follows
Turkey's move last week to
seize hundreds of millions of
dollars held in the Arab Turkish
Bank, the U.S. officials said.
They spoke on condition of
anonymity to discuss matters of
intelligence.
While the Libyan. strongman

could not access actual cash. he
had been issuing letters of credit
to pay his debtors, including fuel
importers, the U.S. officials
said.
Intelligence analysts are pointing to the collection of indicators, including territory seized
and looming fuel and money
shortages, as the first shift from
stalemate to momentum for the
rebels since the conflict beganin
mid-March, the U.S. officials
said.
Word- of the building pressure
against Gadhafi came as
France's foreign minister reported that Gadhafi was prepared to
leave power, citing Libyan
who
have
emissaries
approached the French government. It was not immediately
clear how credible the offer was.
Gadhafi has refused to leave or
give up power since U.S. and
NATO forces launched a bombing campaign in support of
rebels who rose up against the
regime's bloody crackdown
anti-government
against
protests.

To be part of the program
restaurants must include at least
one kids' menu item that is 600
calories or less and meets other
nutritional requirements. A side.
dish worth less than 200 calories
must also be included.
"This could provide a great
push toward healthier offerings
at restaurants," said Robert Post.
the Agriculture Department official in charge of developing the
department's dietary guidelines
which came out earlier this year.
Those urged Americans to eat
less salt.
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Clarification
Cline tribute removed,
memorial site in place

Learn How To Cut Your
Mowing Time In Half

A Patsy Cline memorial tribute, reported as being located in
the Camden (Tenn.) Historical
Museum at Camden City Park
has been removed, according to
Benton County Chamber of
Commerce officials. The memorial site is still in place.
A story about the Patsy Cline
memorial site was included in
the recently-published "In Our
Backyard" magazine section of
the Murray Ledger & Times.

For Best Results
Place Your Ad
With Us
Call 753-1916

10110.
www loro «wit

TimeCutterZ

2799.99
• 3-in-i cutting system
• 4' deep cutting deck 42 or so" wide
• Automatic braking system
• Powerful Kohler or
Kawasaki engines

The Murray Ledger & Times
strives to ensure accurate and
fair reporting: however mistake
occasionally occur. It is the
Ledger's policy to correct errors.
To report a news mistake or
error, call 753-1916.
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Gary Harris, in foreground,
and Robert Jones are pictured working on Murray
State University's campus
at the corner of Main and
16th streets earlier this
week.
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Encountering the
other in China
When I visited China several weeks ago through the
auspices of the Discover China
1 program at Murray State University and the People's Education Press, I was prepared
to encounter an alien culture,
so different from my own in
western Kentucky. And that,
of course, was one of its charms.
Why visit another country if
it was exactly like our own?
James Axtell, a longtime professor at William & Mary and
a recent author of a brilliant
history of Princeton University, referred to the value of
"encountering the other."
I was recently dismayed
when at a family reunion I
heard a relative tell me that
her grandson, a bright and
accomplished young man, his
school's valedictorian, had
refused to apply for Murray
State's top scholarship because
it required a Study Abroad experience.
don't want any part
of that," he said. I immediately thought of the John Updike
quote: "billions of consciousnesses silt history full, and every
one of them the center of the
universe." How many of us
go through life without seriously attempting to encounter
the other? Surely, when we
find that we are so wrapped
up in ourselves we make very,
very small packages.
Anyway, even as I was
prepared to encounter the other
in China, I brought back with
tne something else—the realization that human beings are
really very much alike wherever we go. Yes, we ate different food in different ways.
When we sat down to a meal
at the beginning of the trip,
determined to eat with chopsticks, my attempts invariably
brought a rushing waitress with
a fork for the fumbling American. By the end of the trip
I nimbly picked up peanuts
with my chopsticks. . . sometimes flawlessly.
Other signs of culture—
automobiles, architecture, clothing, cell phones—had become
disappointingly globalized, at
least in the cities. Only in
the country and in the villages
did Chinese fanners live the
old way, harvesting wheat by
hand, carrying water on foot,
and burying the dead in the
fields where they had worked
throughout their lives.
I learned to admire other
qualities of the Chinese people. It was not unusual, for

example, for
four generations of family members
to live in one
house
or
apartment.
Great care
and respect
is given by
family members for the Home and
Away
elderly. In
By James
the cities, on
other Duane Bolin
the
the Ledger & Times
hand,
Columnist
government,
not the people, owns the land, and people can only own apartments
for seventy years, at which
time the apartments are no
longer really livable anyway.
In the cities, there is a one
child policy; couples are fined
if they have another child (twins
are the exceptions). Unfortunately, boys are more cherished than girls.
Again,in the country, unlike
the cities, property is passed
down through the families generation after generation, and
the one child policy does not
apply. The Chinese people are
embarrassingly polite.
We
were told not to ask someone
where we could buy a watch
such as the one they were
wearing or they would insist
that we take theirs. The' Chinese people are elaborate giftgivers. When the Magi came
from the East bearing gifts for
the Christ child, it is not hard
to imagine a contingent of Chinese ambassadors traveling
along the Silk Road bearing
expensive gifts.
' With all of the cultural and
historical and political differences, among the people there
is a transcendence of human
dignity that brings us together, that helps us communicate,
and through this transcendence,
we learn from each other and
about each other, and we learn
so much more about ourselves.
T. S. Eliot said it best:
"We shall not cease from
exploration, and the end of all
our exploring, Will be to arrive
where we started, And know
the place for the first time."
Thank you, Murray State
University, for the opportunities you give students, faculty, and staff to encounter the
other, and to, in the process,
to encounter ourselves.
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Young scholars feel at home i m
Murayn
They are working on short
stories, poems, songs and
speeches; some are even fearlessly tackling the novel, though
they have yet to graduate high
school. This diverse group of
ambitious young writers, all
rising seniors from Kentucky,
is in residence at Murray State
University through most of the
month of July, participating in
the Governor's Scholars Program (GSP).
Notice use of the word,"participating." These kids are not
merely "enrolled." Their days
begin with breakfast at 7 a.m.
and go through dinner, which
finishes up 6:30 p.m. In
between, they follow a rigorous agenda designed to enhance
personal and academic growth.
When GSP was first established in 1983, the intent was
to stem the flow of the "best
and brightest" high schoolers
to colleges and universities
beyond Kentucky's borders.
The first GSP class numbered
230 and was housed on one
college campus. Since then, the
Program has grown to over
1,000 students on three campuses: MSU, Bellarmine and
Centre College. This is the second year that GSP has met at
Murray State.
Today, according to the website, GSP "strives to enhance
Kentucky's next generation of
To the Editor:
Thank you to the Fourth of
July parade organizers and participants. It was a great parade,
especially the music from the
National Guard Band, the kazoo
band and the bagpiper. The
Special Olympics, the antique
cars and tractors, the Democrats, and so many smiling faces,
it was a wonderful parade.
thank you again.
Jean Groves
Murray, KY.
To the Editor
On May 25, 2011, yet another senseless death occurred at
the most dangerous intersection in Calloway County, Kentucky.
One only has to wonder
how many lives have been lost
or people permanently mangled as a result of the travel-

civic and economic leaders and
to create models of educational excellence for teachers and
students." The curriculum
includes three major components:
• Focus Area: a "major"
subject of study, assigned
according to scholar preference
as indicated on the application.
• General Studies: an area
of study assigned by staff to
challenge the scholars. Courses frequently include servicelearning components in the community.
• Seminar: a discussionbased small group session.
Emphasis is placed on respectful debate and discussion:
Scholars are encouraged to ask
probing questions.
Faculty and staff also invite
a variety of speakers and performers from a range of disciplines and pursuits to visit
campus.
Carefully organized field
trips, special events, and a film
series also contribute to the
comprehensive
educational
atmosphere in which scholars
are challenged not only to examine, but, more importantly, to
nurture their sense of learning
and leadership.
About thirty-six of the teens
in residence at MSU are focused
on writing, under the deft guid-

ance of Ron
he arrived he found Murray
Reed, proState "really nice." "I am Sc
fessor
of
impressed with the facilities
English at
and the cafeteria," he declared.
Hazard
adding that the library is fanCommunity
tastic.
and Techni. Shayna Hall did not havt
cal College,
to travel far, as she is from
and Phyllis
Graves County and knov,•
Schlich,
something about Murray State
English and
because her brother is a stuCreative
dent.
Writing Main Street
"Since his freshman year:
teacher By Constance
she explains, "he has been tryAlexander
extraordiing to persuade me to come
Ledger
& Times
naire,
at
here." Until Governors ScholColumnist
Tates Creek
ars, Shayna resisted the sales
High School
pitch but now, with the zeal
in Lexingof a convert, she declares,"Thi,
ton.
is such a beautiful place: l'
Last week I was invited to really enjoying the wonderful
be a guest artist in Creative things Murray has to offer. 11
Writing, and I spent time with college is anything like this
all of them, trying out some then I can't wait to go."
ideas about teaching poetry and ' Madyson Hutchinson, Pulasplay writing.
- ki County, agrees. "I wish my
I was impressed with their school was set up like this,'
abilities and inventiveness, and she says, adding that she loves
also touched by the many nice being part of a highly motithings they had to say about vated group, "where everybody
being in Murray.
cares about learning."
Kenton County's Jessica
Jessica Canada, Whitley
Nelms put it this way: "Mur- County, also enjoys the learnray is really welcoming. They ing climate on campus and ir
like us so much, it just makes the classroom. "They do a great
me want to give something job of keeping us on our toes,'
back to the community."
she explains. "This is such
From Hazard, Bo Davis did different experience than regnot know what to expect before ular school, even though the
coming to campus, but once schedule is crazy."

OUR READERS
WRITE
ing public's inability to comprehend the dangerous nature
of the intersection at Highway
94 West and Johnny Roberson
Road. Highway 94 West is
basically a straight line„ level
road from Murray thru Lynn
Grove, Kentucky.
For some reason, cars and
trucks often seem to travel at
a higher rate of speed on that
section of road.
Unfortunately, we regularly
learn of more and more senseless crashes. On May 25,
young Luke Anderson lost his
life in a tragic accident at that
intersection.
Just a few short years back,

OD LETTERS POLICY
✓ Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
42071, faxed to 270-753-1927, or e-mailed to
editor@murrayledger.com.
✓ Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have
address and phone number for verification purposes. Emailed letters must have address and phone number.
✓ No letters will be printed anonymously.
✓ Letters should not exceed 300 words and must be
typed or legible.
✓ The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to edit
or reject any letter on the basis of length, style, spelling,
grammar, libel, good taste and frequent contributors to
the Forum page.
✓ Letters of a "thank you" nature that single out sponsors, businesses or individuals by name, except those
directed toward the community as a whole, will not be
accepted.
✓ Letters only represent the viewpoint and opinions of
the writer and not necessarily of the Ledger & Times
staff.

everyone's
friend,
Stevie
McReynolds, lost his life at
the very same intersection.
Only, the neighbors of that
intersection know how many
crashes occur and our local
emergency services and MCCH
Emergency Room personnel are
certainly aware of how many
people are rushed in for treatment because of injuries at that
intersection.
At church this past Sunday,
I spoke with Mr. Keith Williams,
the individual who, with his
wife, Vicki- live at the southwest quadrant of the intersection and are often the first
responders.
Vickie is a Registered Nurse
and keeps a box of medical
gloves by the front door as
she rushes out much more than
she would like to provide care
before the ambulances arrive.
Keith shared with me he
believes the only way lives are

going to be saved or injuries
lessened at this extremely dangerous crossing, is if there are
caution lights mounted in every
direction well before the intersection and the speed zone
drastically reduced.
Since law enforcement patrol
the area, they would be alert
of violators to ensure people
slow down and thus save lives
It appears Mr. Williams is
accurate and the only way lives
are going to be saved or people being permanently mangled
are some significant changes
to that intersection.
Please consider this suggestion. If funding for the improvement to safety might be a problem, I am absolutely certain
the citizens of Murray and Calloway County would donate to
a fund to provide for the additional safeguards since we are
so tired of the mayhem that
occurs at this intersection Secretary of Transportation
Ricky A. Lamkin
Keith Williams
Murray, Ky.
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Calloway County Soccer
Foundation meeting today

Cnyayerr2en/

The Calloway County Soccer Foundation
will meet today, Thursday, at 5:30 p.m. at
Taco John's. Topics to be discussed include
fundraising efforts, update on the soccer locker room and the upcoming Laker/Alumni
Night scrimmage, which is set for Aug. 13. All
parents and supporters are invited to attend.
For more information. call Tia Allbritten,
foundation president, at 12701 227-8932.

Datebook

Knit-wits will meet Friday

Sanci Teague,
The Knit-wits knitting group will meet Friday.
Community
July 15, at 1 p.m. in the Community Room of the
editor
Calloway County Public Library. Knitters of all
levels are welcome. For more information, call Dot at 753-4803.

CASA Board meeting Friday
The CASA Board of Directors for Calloway and Marshall
Counties will meet Friday. July IS. at 1:30 p.m. at the Benton
Church of Christ, Benton. .

Murray Middle SBDM will meet
The Murray Middle School Base Decision Making Council will
meet Friday. July 15. at 8:10 a.m. for a special-called meeting.

Donations needed for cemetery upkeep

„ GrarIt.,

The New Concord Cemetery is in need of tax deductible donations
to help with the upkeep of the cemetery. Mail donations to Mac
Coleman, 296 Buchanan Lane. New Concord, KY 42076.

Reformers' Unanimous to meet
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Reformers' Unanimous, a faith based addictions program, will
meet every Friday from 7-9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church. The
public is invited. Child care is provided. For more information or for
a ride, call the church office at 753-1834.

New Beginnings meeting Saturday
The New Beginnings Support Group will meet Saturday. July 16,
at 6:30 p.m. at Westside Baptist Church with Della Trebing as
speaker: Music will be by Emma Alexander.. A potluck meal will be
served. Childcare is provided. The public is invited. For more information, call Ron or Linda Wright at 753-0156.

Palestine United Methodist to hold VBS
Palestine United Methodist Church will host "Shake It Up Cafe"
Vacation Bible School on Saturday. July 16, from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. A
certificate presentation and cookout will follow at 4 p.m. Children
pre-K through sixth grade are invited to attend. All parents are invited to join for the cookout.

WOW Lodges 728, 592 will meet
WOW Lodges 728 and 592 will meet Saturday. July 16, at noon
for the Family Picnic at the Woodmen Camp. There will be swimming, games and food for all members and their families.

Gospel meeting, homecoming to be held
A gospel meeting and homecoming at Bethlehem Church of
Christ, 10215 Shady Grove Rd., Buchanan. Tenn., will be held July
17-20. Guest speaker will be Jeremiah Tatum and song leader will
be Rodney Ray. Sunday services are 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. Special
services will be Monday through Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. A potluck
dinner will be held Sunday after the services.

Funtastic Families will meet Monday
Funtastic Families is a free monthly program that offers parenting
opportunities and children's activities. The program. -Boundaries
and Routines for Young Children," will be Monday. July 18, at the
Adult and Family Education building,.92 Chestnut Street, from
5:30-6:30 p.m. Child care and light dinner are included. Pre-registration is encouraged by calling 762-7333 or 759-9592.

MHS Class of 1991 holds reunion
The Murray High School Class of 1991 will hold a reunion on
Saturday, July 23. at 6 p.m. at Murray High School. Dinner is available for $12 per person. For children age 8 and under, price is $6.
All 1991 alumni, family and guests are welcome. For more information or to make reservations with number attending, contact Andrea
(Rose)Picerno at(904)821-9524 or rapicerno@comcastmet.

Angels Attic seeks items
The Angels Attic Thrift Shop, 972 Chestnut Street, is in need of
items as they continue to provide funding for Angels Healthcare
Clinic for those who have no medical insurance in Murray and
Calloway County. Specifically. they are in need of men's, women's
and children's clothing, furniture, appliances, household items and
toys. Items can be received Monday through Saturday. 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. or call for pickup at 762-0505.

WATCH needs aluminum cans
WATCH Center at 702 Main St., Murray, needs aluminum cans for
an on-going fundraising project. Peggy Williams, director, said,
-These may be taken to the center during regular hours; or persons
may drive through the driveway on the west side of the center and
place them in the cotton wagon there anytime day or night: or may
be donated at a Make A Difference Day at Murray State University
Stewart stadium parking lot."

BBQ judging school
offered in Paducah
Special to the Ledger
PADUCAH, K. - Barbecue
on the River will be hosting a
judging school Saturday, Aug.
13, at Covenant Hall, 1225
Broadway. Paducah, from 2:305:30 p.m. The judging school
will give barbecue contestants
and enthusiasts alike the opportunity to learn what it takes to
produce and judge award winning barbecue.
This session will include a
panel discussion made up of
professional award winning Pit
Masters.
To register, contact David
at
Boggs
or
info@bbqontheri ver.org
(270) 534-5951. Registration
forms are also available at BBQ
& More, 321 Broadway,

Paducah. Registration fee is $65
per person. Class size is limited.

Barga and Long
Ray and Diane Barga of Gilbertsville, announce the engagement
of their daughter, Rachel Barga to Evan Long, son of George and
Kathy Long of Benton.
Miss Barga is the granddaughter of Mr, and Mrs. Don Stephenson
of Benton and the late Florence and Joe Barga of Lima, Ohio.
Mr. Long is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Crider of Murray
and the late Dorothy and Bob T. Long, Sr., of Benton and Kitty
Long of Murray.
The bride-elect is a 2003 graduate of Marshall County High
School, a 2007 graduate of University of Kentucky and a 2010 graduate of the University of Louisville Brandeis School of Law, Juris
Doctorate. She is a member of Pi Beta Phi sorority and is employed
by Bechtel. Inc. of Richmond.
The groom-elect is a 2001 graduate of Marshall County High
School, a 2005 graduate of Murray State University and a 2007
graduate of Xavier University with a Masters of Health Services
Administration. He is a member of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity and is
employed by Central Baptist Hospital in Lexington.
An August wedding is being planned.

Playhouse in the Park
receives KFW grant
tions committed to using the
The Kentucky Foundation for power of art to increase awareWomen(KFW)has awarded 32 ness about feminist issues, alter
Art Meets Activism Grants perceptions, stimulate dialogue,
totaling $100,000 to feminist open new spaces for civic parartists and social justice organi- ticipation and imagine new
zations from across Kentucky. ways to create a more just and
These artists and organizations equitable Kentucky. The grants
received grants to advance posi- are for projects and activities
tive social change through fem- that are artist driven and include
inist-led, arts-based activities in the direct participation of indithroughout viduals and communities.
communities
Kentucky.
The foundation's next round
Playhouse in the Park received of funding, through the Artist
$1,300 to support their presenta- Enrichment Grant Program, will
tion of "Crowns." a play using be announced soon with a Sept.
hats to explore the stories and 2 deadline for application. This
music of black southern women. program supports artistic develThe play will engage a diverse opment for feminist artists and
community, educate audiences arts organizations committed to
about social change, and offer positive
change.
social •
opportunities to explore and Applicants are asked to demonembrace black history and iden- strate their commitment to femtity.
inism and understanding of the
"Each of the 32 projects KFW relationship between art and
funded demonstrates art in social change. Applicants may
action, as artists and organizarequest funds for activities
tions engage communities in
including: workshops and traincreation. education and selfing, artist residencies, the explorealization with the power to
new areas or techinspire positive social action," ration of
niques,
and
the creation of new
said Dr. Judi Jennings, director
of the Kentucky Foundation for art. For more information. call
Women. "This kind of engage- KFW at (502)562-0045.
The Kentucky Foundation for
ment has a significant impact on
the lives of women, girls and Women is a private foundation
their communities. When formed in 1985 by Louisville
women and girls advance, so writer Sallie Bingham. Its mission is to promote positive
does Calloway County."
The Art Wets Activism pro- social change by supporting
gram supports a wide variety of varied feminist expression in
individual artists and organiza- the arts.
Special to the Ledger

OWNTOWN
SATURDAY MARKET
Fresh Produce, Meats, Baked Goods,
Crafts & much, much more!

Every Saturday!
7A.m. - NOON
muRRAy 'It's Downtown Market Time!'
&et—

Maple St. on the Court Square (../4
Vendor Info 753-7222
low

e-mail: communitynews@murrayledger.com

WKREC holds 73rd
Annual Meeting of
the Members
Special to the Ledger
MAYFIELD. Ky. - More than
1,200 members attended the
West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative's Annual Meeting
of the Members on Saturday.
July 12, marking one of the
largest crowds in recent years at
the event.
Members who attended the
annual meeting were treated to a
barbecue snack lunch, a free
gospel concert from The Smith
Brothers, prizes and gifts.
President and CEO David
Smart took time during the business meeting to update the
members in attendance about
the cooperative's past year and
shared information about decisions affecting the future of the
cooperative. Included in his
report were:
• An update of the construction project for the cooperative's
new headquarters building in
Mayfield. Due to weather
restraints, the project is behind
schedule, but a summer 2012
opening date is still targeted.
• An encouragement for all
members who have not already
done so to complete and return
their 2011 Member Survey.
Those who do so before July 29
will be entered to win one of
four $250 cooperative gift certificates.
• A review of the 2009 Annual

Report and financial staterneok
for the cooperative. Members
who are interested in viewing
the 2009 Annual Report can
pick up a copy at one of the
cooperative's three offices or
view
it
online
at
www.wkrecc.com.
• An update about federal legislation and decisions that
directly affect the electrical
industry and West Kentucky
Rural Electric Cooperative
members. Members
were
encouraged to contact their legislators to urge them to keep
electricity
rates low
in
Kentucky. Contact information
for legislators can be found at
www.wkrecc.com.
The West Kentucky Rural
Electric Annual Meeting of the
Members is held each year on
the second Saturday of July. All
members are, encouraged to
attend.
The West Kentucky Rural
Electric
Cooperative
Corporation, Inc. is a memberowned cooperative that provides power to more than
31,000 members in western
Kentucky. Headquartered in
Mayfield, the cooperative is a
Touchstone Energy Cooperative
and a distributor of Tennessee
Valley 'Authority
power.
Additional information can be
found at www.wkrecc.com.

National Guard plans reunion
Special to the Ledger
The National Guard is planning a reunion for members and
family members of any National
Guard unit at Martin. Tenn. This
includes, but is not limited, to
the following: HHC, 911th
Dump Truck, 2998111 Float
Bridge, Charlie Co. 230th Eng.
Battalion.
The reunion will be Saturday.
Oct. 1. at Dresden National
Guard Armory, located on
Highway 22 east of Dresden.
Doors will be open from 4-9
p.m. A catered dinner will be
served from 5-6:30 p.m. Cost is

$10 per person to cover the meal
and other expenses.
Reservations must be made by
Sept. I. Mail check or money
order, payable to the National
Guard Reunion, to Herman
Smith, 280 Reed Farm Road,
Martin, TN 38237, or William
Witherington. 312 W. Moore St
Sharon, TN 38255.
„ To make reservations or for
more information, contact
Donald R. Connell at 819-2101.
Gary (Bean) Vincent at 5872296: Herman Smith at 799
5656: or David Woodrough a
514-1618.

Scotts Grove Baptist Church
2317 US Hwy. 641 North • Murray. KY

VACATION
BIBLE
SCHOOL

BeAGN

Saturday, July 16th
9:30am - 1:00pm
(Registration 9:15am)

Ages 4yr - 5th grade
For more information or transportation call
Bro. John Denham at 227-4399.

lling Hills
arser
a Gifts

tit

HWY.641 N. • MURRAY
753-1725 — 1-800-472-8852
www.rollingh.com

SUMMER CLEARANCE

50% OFF
*Annuals & Bedding Plants
*Hybrid Tea Roses
Mv-eenso tifie-rte'
• • *.
Open
Monday-Saturday 9-5
Closed Sunday
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
,www.murrayledger.cOm

e-mail: hteaguegrmurrayledger.cont

Playhouse to hold
auditions for 'Dearly
Beloved' next week
Special to the Ledger
Playhouse in the Park announces auditions tor "Dearly
Beloved," a comedy that will be performed Sept. 2-11. Auditions
will be held at 6 p.m. Monday and Tuesday. July 18 and 19 at
Playhouse in the Park.
"Dearly Beloved" is the story of the Futrelle Sisters, hankie.
Honey Raye and Twink. They are throwing a wedding for Frankie's
daughter, Tina Jo. and the rumor mill in their small town of Fayro.
Texas, is working overtime. No surprise there; the Futrelle Sisters
have never been strangers to gossip. After all, Twink's desperate
attempts to get her boyfriend of 15 years down the aisle. Frankie's
ongoing conversations with their dead mother, and Honey Raye's
tendency to race to the altar at every opportunity have kept tongues
wagging for years. The sisters ultimately come together to pull off
one "final Futrelle occasion" with elegance and style - or do they?
There are roles for seven women and four men. According to
Brian T. O'Neill, the show's director, those interested in auditioning
will be asked to read from the show's script, so actors are not
required to prepare a piece. No previous acting experience is necessary. The three Futrelle Sisters sing three-part gospel harmony. so
women interested in auditioning for those roles will be asked to
sing.
For further information, call Playhouse director Lisa Cope at
759-1752.

New York playwright
to return to western
Kentucky this week
Special to the Ledger
being in this beautiful area
ilight
Theatre again," Chandler said. His ply
Productions' of "Three Original "Swan Song" premiered in
Plays in One Evening" contin- Cadiz last year.
ues through July 30 at Kenlake
In addition to Chandler's
State Resort Park.
Work, the two other plays
Audiences have enjoyed included in the evening are
being a part of history as these "Cheez Doodles," by Steve
original works make their world Adams, and "The Circus Still
premiers in western Kentucky. Comes to Town," by Tom
Chan Chandler, who wrote the Cavanaugh. Kenlake's Chef
adaptation
of
Ernest Bob Engleman will delight
Hemingway's "Hills Like White patrons with his artful cuisine
Elephants," will return to the before the show. Dinner begins
lakes for the July 15-16 per- at 6:30 pm.: show begins at 8
formances.
marks p.m, Reservations are required
This
Chandler's second world pre- and should be made by
Wednesday preceding the show.
mier with Twilight Theatre.
"I'm really looking forward For more information or to
to being a part of this theatre make reservations, call 436company's production and 2399.

Mason to open for
Little Big Town Friday

Photo provided
Pictured is the late Harvey Parker. The Mayfield/Graves
County Art Guild has named its annual community summerexhibition after him.

Deadline for Harvey
Parker Community
Show is July 23
Special to the Ledger
ha c secure v., cs on the
MAYFIELD, Ky. - The frames or be matted. Poets and
Mayfield/Graves County Art writers need to present their
Guild invites local artists and work in a displayable format writers to participate in their either framed, matted or in
20th annual summer exhibi- book form. No loose-leaf
tion. In the past. this show has paper will be accepted for disbeen called Arts in the play. Phone the art center at
Community. Beginning this (270) 24776971 with any quesyear. the exhibit will be titled tions. The show will run Aug.
The
Harvey
Parker 2-27, There will be
an artists'
Community Show to honor
reception from 6-8 p.m. Aug:
local artist and teacher Harvey
5. The deadline for entry is
Parker, who died last year..
July 23.
The show is open to people
Mayfield/Graves
The
just beginning to create art, as
County Art Guild is a'nonwell as those with more experiprofit community arts center
ence. Artists are asked to deliVlocated
in the historic Ice
er their work to the Ice House
House,
120
North Eighth St. in
Art Center July 12-23. and to
Mayfield.
The
Center is open
call ahead to reserve a space
Tuesday
through
Friday from
for your work. There is no
10
a.m.
to
4:30
p.m. and
charge to participate and artists
10
a.m.
Saturday
to
I p.m.
are welcome to price their
Admission
is
free:
work for sale. Everyone is
Call the Ice House at (270)
guaranteed to have at least one
247-6971 or e-mail icehousepiece included in the show.
In order to hang work, arts@attmet for more informadrawings and paintings must tion.

INTRODUCING THE HERITAGE BANK HEDGE CD

Presley. foday, those influSpecial to the Ledger
PADUCAH, Ky. - Matt ences still hold true along with
Mason. winner of CMT's the music Merle Haggard,
"Next Big Superstar" will Waylon Jennings and other
open for Little Big Town at country greats.
Paducah's Carson Center July
Mason's dreams of being a
IS.
singer became stone-cold
Mason was announced the ambitions one summer on a
winner of CMT's talent show family vacation in south
on June 10 and has had a fol- Florida when he talked his
father into letting him enter a
lowing since placing fourth
talent show. In front of a
overall in the Nashville Star crowd of strangers, he sang
talent search on USA Network one of his favorite country
in 2006. Born in Ind., Mason songs. The reaction was overknew from an early age that whelming, and serve more
proof to Mason that being a
his home would one day be
country music performer was
Nashville, Tenn. His earliest what he was destined to do.
memory of his musical aspira- After this experience in
tions are going the Grand Ole Florida, Matt began to hone
()pry with his family and his craft even further by playtelling his dad that he wanted ing regionally in his tibiae
state opening for acts like
to play there some day. So by
Charlie Daniels, Joe Diffie,
the time he was II, he was Vern Gusdin, Brian McComas
playing guitar and singing and Mel McDaniel.
whenever he got a chance.
Tickets may be purchased at
Early on, his influences came the box office Monday
from the gospel music of his through Friday from 10 a.m.
family's small church and the to 5 p.m., by calling (270)
sounds of the late, great Elvis 450-4444 or online at
www.thecarsoncenterorg.

Netflix raises rates,
irks subscribers
By MICHAEL LIEDTKE
AP Technology Writer
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)-Netflix has provoked the ire of
some of its 23 million subscribers by raising its prices by
as much as 60 percent for
those who want to rent DVDs
by mail and watch video on
the Internet.
The company is separating
the two options so that subscribers who want both will
have to buy separate plans
totaling at least $16 per
month. Netflix Inc.. had been
bundling both options in a single package, available for as
low as $10 per month.
New subscribers will have to
pay the new prices immediately. The changes take effect
Sept. 1 for Netflix's current
customers.
Netflix isn't changing the $8
monthly price for an Internet
streaming-only option, which
the company began offering
late last year. But instead of
charging $2 more for a plan
that also offers one DVD at a
time by mail, the company

will charge $8 for a comparable DVD-only plan. That
brings the total to $16.
Those who want to rent up to
two DVDs at a time with
streaming will pay $20 per
month, or 33 percent more.
Those wanting three DVDs at
a time with streaming will pay
$24 per month, or 20 percent
more.
When Netflix unveiled the
streaming-only option, it also
raised the rates for its most
popular DVD rental plans by
$1 to $3 per month: Those
plans included unlimited
online streaming too, as had
been the case since Netflix
began sending video over
high-speed Internet connections in 2007. That means
longtime subscribers who
want both entertainment
options will get their second
price increase in eight months.
The higher prices could slow
Netflix's growth as some customers cancel their plans in
protest and potential new subscribers balk at the rates.

Arts in the Region

(APY*)for 55 months
Watch your earnings GROW with Heritage Bank's new Hedge Cll. With an attractive interest rate
of 2.55%(APY)aind a fifty-five month term, the Hedge CI)offers options too. After one year, you can
change to any CD Heritage Bank offers. So if rates go up, so can your earnings. Exceptional growth,
exceptional choice. Now that's a winning combination: the new Hedge CI), from Heritage Bank.

HgRITAGEBANK
WWW.BANKWITHHERITAGE.COm
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• Twilight Theatre presents
three original one-act plays at
Kenlake State Resort Park
Friday and Saturday. Dinner
will be served at 6:30 p.m. and
the show begins at 8 p.m. The
show runs Fridays and
Saturdays through July 30.
For tickets or more information, call 436-2399.

presents the documentary
"Memphis Heat: The True
Story of Memphis Wrasslin'"
Friday through Sunday.
Stephen Spielberg's 1975
classic "Jaws" will screen at 7
p.m. Tuesday as part of the
Flim Brew series. For details
and other show times, visit
www.maidenalleycinema.org.

• The Golden Pond
Planetarium in Land Between
the Lakes presents laser light
shows Tuesdays, Fridays
and some Saturdays at 7 and
8.30 p.m For more information, visit www.lbl.org or call
(270) 924-2000. Saturday's 7
p.m. show will be Pink Floyd's
-The Wall.- and the 8:30 show
will be Pink Floyd's "Dark Side
of the Moon"

• Janice Mason Art
Museum in downtown Cadiz
presents an exhibit featuring
work from the Trigg County
Quitters Guild through Aug.
7 The museum is open
Tuesdays through Saturdays
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. and
Sundays from 1-4 p.m

• Draffenville's Kentucky
Opry presents the Stars of
Tomorrow show, featuring special guest Kanssa Stepter, at
7.30 p.m. Friday. Stepter will
headline at the same time
Saturday. At 10.30 a.m. each
Sunday, the Opry also hosts
the Kentucky Lake Cowboy
Church. For tickets to shows,
call (270) 527-3869 or 1-888459-8704.
• Maiden Alley Cinema

• The Badgett Playhouse in
Grand Rivers presents "Pickin.
& Grtnnin- through Aug. 11
and "Always .. Patsy Cline
through
Sept
2. "The
Fabulous '50s Show" will run
through Aug. 26, and "Red.
White & Tuna- will run July 6
through Aug. 10. For tickets
or
more
details,
visit
www.grandriversvariety com
or call 1-888-362-4223.
To add an event to the arts
calendar. contact Hawkins
Teague at 753-1916 or
hteague4'murrayledgercom.

41"anincing THE 2011 WEST KENTUCKY BIBLE LECTURES
Saturday, July 16th & Sunday, July 17th

THEME: Christian Living— "Think On These Things"

Sunny Slope Church of Christ
6465 Old Ma field Rd., Paducah, KY

See Fri., lull 8th & Wed., lull 13th Paper For More Details

For More Information Call (270) 354-2496
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Gov't panel: Changes
needed at nuclear plants
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By DINA CAPPIELLO
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Calling the Japan nuclear disaster "unacceptable,- an expert
task force convened by the
Nuclear
Regulatory
Commission has concluded that
nuclear power plants in the U.S.
need better protections for rare,
catastrophic events.
The series of recommendations, included in portions of a
90-page
report
obtained
Tuesday by The Associated
Press, will reset the level of protection at the nation's 104
nuclear reactors after the worst
nuclear
disaster
since
Chernobyl by making them better prepared for incidents that
they were not initially designed
to handle.
The panel will tell the commission that nuclear plant operators should be ordered to reevaluate their earthquake and
flood risk, add equipment to
address simultaneous damage to
multiple reactors and make sure
electrical power and instruments are in place to monitor
and cool spent fuel pools after a
disaster.
In a news release issued late
Tuesday, the NRC said that the
12 steps recommended in the
report would "increase safety
and redefine what level of protection to public health is
regarded as adequate." The full
report
will
be
released
Wednesday, the NRC said.
The three-month investigation
was triggered by the March 11
earthquake and tsunami that cut
off all electrical power to the
Fukushima Dai-ichi nuclear
power plant in Japan, resulting
in core damage at multiple reactors, the loss of cooling.at spent
fuel pools, hydrogen explosions
and radioactive releases into the
environment.
The task force says that there
is no imminent risk to public
health and the environment
from operating nuclear power
plants in the U.S. But its members admit that the current
patchwork of regulations is not
given equal consideration or
treatment by power plant opera-

GROUNDBREAKING FOR
NEW HABITAT HOUSE:
The Murray-Calloway County
affiliate
of
Habitat for
Humanity
International
recently broke ground for its
next house. It will be the 13th
house Habitat has built in the
Murray-Calloway
County
area, and it will be located at
Chantilly Place, just off south
Fourth Street in Murray.
Participating in the ceremony
were Matt and Laura Reck,
the partner family for the
house and several Habitat
board members. Pictured
above, from left, are Rebecca
Landolt, Paula Hulick, Laura
Reck, Matt Reck and Debbie
Cunningham. For additional
information
on
MurrayCalloway County Habitat for
Humanity, contact them at
Murcalhabitat.org; 761-6055,
or on Facebook.
Photo provided

tors or by the NRC, during its
technical reviews and inspections.
Rep. Ed Markey, D-Mass., the
top Democrat on the House natural resources panel, urged the
commission to move quickly to
adopt the recommendations of
the
task
force,
saying
"America's
nuclear
fleet
remains vulnerable to a similar
disaster."
But Sen. James Inhofe, ROkla., ranking member of the
Senate environment committee,
said such sweeping changes
were premature.
"Changes in our system may
be necessary," Inhofe said, but
"a nuclear accident in Japan
should not be automatically be
viewed as an indictment of U.S.
institutional structures and
nuclear safety requirements."
The massive Gulf oil spill last
year led.to a temporary moratorium on deep-water oil and gas
exploration. However, U.S.
nuclear regulators have said
repeatedly post-Japan that the
nation's nuclear power plants
are safe and should continue
operating. Yet, as details about
the Japan disaster began to
emerge, so too did possible
areas of improvement in emergency preparedness at the U.S.
plants.
After the Japan incident, the
NRC ordered inspections at all
nuclear plants to see if they
were complying with requirements put in place after the
Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist attacks
to deal with extreme accidents.
Inspectors found some minor
problems, like wrong phone
numbers for emergency personnel, a lack of training and buildings housing equipment ,that
couldn't withstand a natural disaster. But none of the issues
would jeopardize safety, the
NRC said.
The nuclear energy industry
cited those results Tuesday as
reason not to jump to conclusions.
"A 90-day review does not
permit a complete picture 9f the
still-emerging situation," said
Steve Kerekes, a spokesman for
the Nuclear Energy Institute.

Bernanke: Fed would supply
more stimulus if needed
By MARTIN CRUTSINGER
cast proves to be wrong, he said
AP Economics Writer
the Fed is prepared to do more.
WASHINGTON (AP) —
"The possibility remains that
Federal Reserve Chairman Ben the recent economic weakness
Bernanke said Wednesday that may prove more persistent than
the central bank is prepared to expected and that deflationary
provide additional stimulus if risks might reemerge, implying
the current economic lull per- a need for additional policy supsists.
port," Bernanke told the House
Delivering his twice-a-year Financial Services Committee
economic report to Congress, on the first of two days of
Bernanke laid out three options Capitol Hill testimony.
Bernanke also said it was posthe central bank would consider.
Bernanke said the Fed could sible that inflationary pressures
launch another round of spurred by higher energy and
Treasury bond buying, the third food prices may prove more persuch effort since 2009. It could sistent than the Fed is forecastcut the interest paid to banks on ing. He said that the central
the reserves they hold as a way bank would be prepared to start
to encourage them to lend more. raising interest rates faster than
The Fed could also be more currently contemplated.
Most private economists
explicit in spelling Out just how
long it planned to keep rates at believe the Fed will not start
record-low levels. That would raising interest rates until next
give investors confidence about summer. And some say the Fed
the Fed's efforts to continue won't increase rates until 2013,
based on the slumping economy.
supporting the economy.
Bernanke was testifying after
Bernanke maintained that
temporary factors, such as high the government released a disfood and gas prices, have mal jobs report last week and
slowed the economy. He said after the Fed last month lowered
they should ease in the second its forecast for economic growth
half of the year. But if that fore- for the rest of the year.

Singer for 60s band The Grass Roots dies
EUSTIS, Ha. (AP) — Rob
Grill, the lead singer of 1960s
rock band The Grass Roots, has
died near Orlando, an official
with the medical examiner's
office said Tuesday. He was 67.
Grill sang on such hits as
Confessions,"
"Midnight
"Temptation Eyes," and "Let's
Live for Today." He died
Monday at a hospice facility in
Lake County, Fla., a suburb of
Orlando, said Michael Hensley,
director of the medical examiner's office.
A woman who answered the
phone at Cornerstone Hospice
confirmed Grill was a patient
but wouldn't release further

information, citing privacy concerns.
The Grass Roots were a Los
Angeles-based band with roots
in San Francisco's music scene.
They formed in the mid-1960s
and went through three incarnations, with band members leaving and others joining, before
they recorded a series of hits.
Grill joined in 1967 and the
group disbanded in 1975. One
of the members was Creed
Bratton, who now plays the
exceedingly eccentric Creed on
the TV sitcom "The Office."
Grill released a solo album.
Uprooted, in 1979.

You could be saving a lot of money.
digind out how with a Home Energy Evaluation.
Get a free home Energy Evaluation online at EnergyRight.com
and you'll receive a free energy saving kit worth over forty dollars.
Then start hanging on to your money. EnergyRight.com
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Steelers' LB
Harrison
calls out
Goodell,
teammates

IMISA 2011

2008 AP DEFENSIVE
PLAYER OF THE
YEAR DOCKED
$100,000 LAST YEAR

photos submited

(ABOVE) Logan Eastwood of the Heritage
Bank Cardinals concentrates on this pitch
during one of his teams Bronco league
games against the Heritage Solutions Red
Sox.
(LEFT) Daniel Bowden makes contact with
this ball during one of his Heritage Solutions
Red Sox games during the summer.
(BELOW) Cameron Youngblood of the CFSB
Yankees records this out at first, nipping
Elizabeth Morrow of the Elm Grove Baptist
Church Red Sox during one of their Minor
League T-ball games earlier in the summer at
Murray-Calloway County Park.

NEW YORK (AP) — Heavily
fined Pittsburgh Steelers linebacker
James
Harrison
calls
NFL
Commissioner Roger Goodell a
"crook" and a
"devil," among
other insults, in
a magazine article.
The
2008
AP Defensive
Player of the
Year
hasn't
been shy about
ripping
the
Harrison league after he
was
docked
$100,000 for illegal hits last season. In the August issue of Men's
Journal, his rants against Goodell
reach another level of wrath.
"If that man was on fire and I
had to piss to put him out, I wouldn't do it," Harrison told the magazine. "I hate him and will never
respect him."
His other descriptions of the
commissioner include an anti-gay
slur, "stupid," "puppet" and "dictator."
If the Steelers had defeated the
Green Bay Packers in the Super
Bowl, Harrison said, he would have
whispered in Goodell's ear during
the trophy ceremony: "Why don't
you quit and do something else,
like start your own league in flag
football?"
Harrison also criticizes other
NFL execs, Patriots-turned-commentators Rodney Harrison and
("clowns"),
Tedy
Bruschi
Houston's Brian Cushing ("juiced
out of his mind") — and even teammates Rashard Mendenhall and
Ben Roethlisberger for their performances in the Super Bowl loss.
Harrison calls the running back
a "fumble machine" for his fourthquarter turnover. Mendenhall said
on Twitter on Wednesday he didn't
have a problem with what Harrison
said "because I know him." But he
also included a link to his stats
from last season, which show he
didn't have a pattern of fumbling.
Of the quarterback's two interceptions, Harrison says: "Hey, at
least throw a pick on their side of
the field instead of asking the D to
bail you out again. Or hand the ball
off and stop trying to act like
Peyton Manning. You ain't that and
you know it, man; you just get paid
like he does."
Steelers President Art Rooney II
said in a statement that he hadn't
seen the article or talked to
Harrison.
"We will discuss the situation at
the appropriate time, when permitted once the labor situation is
resolved," he said.

MLB

Fan who
caught 3,000
from Jeter to
receive card

photos submitted

(ABOVE) Fans crowd around the action of one of the many games
that took place this summer at the Murray-Calloway County Park. The
summer league finished its final tournament last week with the conclusion of the Pony league, the oldest age division.
(RIGHT) Murray State head football coach Chris Hatcher takes a
minute to talk to Ty Gamble during one of the Dr. Bobo Marlins'
games earlier in the Mustand league season. Hatcher, along with
starting quarterback Casey Brockman were two of the Marlins'
coaches for the summer.

By MCA FREEMAN
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — The fan
who returned Derek Jeter's ball
from his 3,000th hit will get a bit of
personal memorabilia — his own
baseball card.
Topps will produce a trading
card featuring Christian Lopez that
will be included in sets later this
year. Company vice president for
sports Mark Sapir says Topps
employees were impressed by
Lopez's selfless act.
The 23-year-old could have kept
the ball and old it for a small fortune. Instead he said Jeter deserved
to have the keepsake.
Sapir says Topps also will have
Lopez choose the image for its
2012 Derek Jeter card.
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2011 FIFA WOMEN'S WORLD CUP: UNITED STATES 3, FRANCE 1

We're Back...
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Major League Baseball
All Times CDT
American League
East Division
W
L Pct GB
Boston
55 35 611
New York
53 35 602
1
49 41 544
Tampa Bay
6
45 47 489
Toronto
11
Baltimore
36 52 409
18
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
49 43 533
Detroit
—
Cleveland
47 42 528
1/2
44 48 478
Chicago
5
41 48 461 61/2
Minnesota
Kansas City
37 54 407 1112
West Division
W
L Pct GB
51 41.554
Texas
—
Los Angeles
1
50 42 543
Seattle
43 48 473 742
Oakland
12
39 53 424

National League
East Division
LPct GB
W
Philadelphia
57 34 626
Atlanta
54 38 587 342
46 45 505
New York
11
Washington
46 46 500 1112
Florida
43 48 473
14
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
49 43 533
Milwaukee
St Louis
49 43 533
Pittsburgh
47 43 522
Cincinnati
45 47 489
4
Chicago
12
37 55 402
Houston
19
30 62 326
West Division
W
LPcI GB
San Francisco
52 40 565
Arizona
49 43 533
3
Colorado
43 48 473 812
Los Angeles
41 51 446
11
San Diego
40 52 435
12

Saturday's Games
N.Y Yankees 5. Tampa Bay 4
Chicago White Sox 4. Minnesota 3
Toronto 5. Cleveland 4, 10 innings
Boston 4. Baltimore 0
Kansas City 13, Detroit 6
Texas 7, Oakland 6
L A Angels 9, Seattle 3
Sunday's Games
NY Yankees 1 Tampa Bay 0
Toronto 7 Cleveland 1
Boston 8. Baltimore 6
Detroit 2 Kansas City 1
Minnesota 6. Chicago White Sox 3
Texas 2, Oakland 0
A Angels 4 Seattle 2
Tuesday's Games
All-Star Game
NL 5 AL 1

Saturday's Games
Atlanta 4. Philadelphia 1, 11 innings
LA Dodgers 1. San Diego 0
Chicago Cubs 6. Pittsburgh 3
Colorado 2, Washington 1
Cincinnati 8. Milwaukee 4, 10 innings
Florida 6, Houston 1
St Louis 7, Arizona 6
San Francisco 3. N Y Mets 1
Sunday's Games
Florida 5. Houston 4
Philadelphia 14. Atlanta 1
Pittsburgh 9. Chicago Cutts 1
Washington 2. Colorado 0
Milwaukee 4, Cincinnati 3
St Louis 4. Arizona 2
LA Dodgers 4, San Diego 1
San Francisco 4, N Y. Mets 2
Tuesday's Games
All-Star Game
NL 5. AL 1
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Sanchez AP

United States' Abby Wambach scores her side's second goal during the semifinal match between France and the
United States at the Women's Soccer World Cup in Moenchengladbach, Germany, Wednesday, July 13, 2011.

AMERICANS RETURN TO FINAL BEHIND ABBY WAMBACH SportsBriefs

Marcio

Jose Sanchez / AP

United States Wambach, left, and France's Laura Georges challenge for the ball during
the semifinal match between France and the United States at the Women's Soccer
World Cup.

WM'S PEAR ON THE AIR
Lost 144 lbs. with Gastric Bcwocling at
Jackson Purchase Medical Center
That's a
Vdrsity
z _Cheerleader!

FREE SUMMAR
Jul- llith at 611m
!Jason Purchase Medical Center
1099 Medical Center Circle
Mayfield, KY 42066
(:orrimunity &inference Room
Call 251-4580 cif /177-554-WM(7

By NANCY ARMOUR
AP National Writer
MOENCHENGLADBACH.
Germany (AP) -- The United
States is in the World Cup final
for the first time since it last
won the title in 1999. and once
again Abby Wambach came up
big for these Americans, scoring in a 3-1 victory over
France.
Wambach broke a tense tie
in the 79th minute Wednesday
with a Monstrous header —
what else? — off of a Lauren
Cheney corner kick. Cheney
delivered the ball perfectly to
the far post, and the 5-foot- 11
forward soared over the scrum.
pushing the ball past French
goalkeeper
Berangere
Sapowicz. Wambach let out a
scream and did a sliding sprint
into the corner, where she was
mobbed by her teammates.
It was Wambach's third goal
of the tournament and 12th of
her career, tying fellow
American Michelle Akers for,
third on the all-time World Cup
scoring list.
Alex Morgan added an
insurance goal in the 82nd, the
first for the World Cup rookie.
When the final whistle sounded, the Americans rushed onto
the field. Wambach found U.S.
coach Pia Sundhage and gave
her a bearhug as the proAmerican crowd of 25,676 serenaded the team with chants of
"U-S-A! U-S-A!"
"Abby, she's just the best,"
Sundhage said. "I'm very
happy to have her in our team.
Great."
Despite the loss, the World
Cup was a resounding success
for the French, who made their
first appearance in the semifinals and qualified for next
summer's London Olympics.
The French didn't stick
around to watch the Americans
celebrate — and the party is
sure to be even bigger back
home. A thrilling win over
Brazil in the quarterfinals captivated fans back home, with
Hollywood celebs, other pro

•Entries are now being accepted at the Murray-Calloway Co.(KY)
Parks and Recreation Department for two upcoming youth baseball
tournaments. The MCCP is sponsoring the West Kentucky Classic on
July 22-24 and the Back To School Bash on August 5-7. The tournaments are open to all-star and travel teams in 8u, 10u, 12u and 13u age
divisions. The tournaments will be held in Murray, KY. For more tournament information call 270-762-0325 or email tab.brockman@murrayparks.org.
•The 5th Annual Tiger Classic Golf Tournament will be Friday. July
22nd at .the Murray Country Club. The tournament is a four person
scramble with a 1:00 pm shotgun start. Lunch will be provided starting
at Noon. The cost is $ 200 team. Proceeds benefit the Murray High
Boys and Girls Golf Teams. Anyone wishing to enter a team or be a tournament sponsor should contact Coach Chris Graham at 970-0361 or
Coach Amy McDowell at 293-0795.
•Tryouts for the 2011-12 Murray High Golf Team will be Monday,
July 18th and Tuesday, July 19th. Tryouts on Monday will be at 8:00
a.m. for the boys and 9:00 a.m. for the girls at Murray Country Club.
Tryouts on Tuesday will be at MSU's Miller Golf Course. Any Murray
Independent student entering grades' 6-12 may try out. Students must
have had a sports physical to try out.

athletes and folks who'd never
watched a soccer game before
jumping on the U.S. bandwagon. Ellen DeGeneres wished
the team good luck on Twitter
before the game, dozens in the
Phoenix airport were glued to
TVs and Super Bowl MVP
Aaron Rodgers tagged one of
his tweets with "worldcupfinalherewecome."
Though the Americans are
two-time World Cup champions, they haven't made the final
since Mia Hamm, Julie Foudy
and Brandi Chastain won it all
in 1999. This American team
will now. play either Japan or
Sweden in Sunday's final in
Frankfurt.
The Americans had only two
days' rest following the Brazil
game, their quickest turnaround of the tournament, and
there had been concern that
fatigue or emotions might get
the best of them. But
Wambach, who has been playing with an Achilles' tendon so
sore it often keeps her out of
practice, dismissed that idea.
And she sure didn't look
hobbled.
"In the end, we're in the
finals," Wambach said, "and
that's all that matters."
The U.S. was staked to an
early lead by Cheney's goal in
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the ninth minute. But with the
silky smooth Louisa Necib
calling the shots, France dominated for most of the game, finishing with a whopping 25-11
advantage in shots. They
missed two great chances in the
first half, with goalkeeper
Hope Solo having to tip a
Gaetane Thiney shot away in
the
30th
and
Sonia
BompAastor rattling the crossbar two minutes later.
Finally, in the 55th. France
got its equalizer. Bompastor
floated in a cross from about 30
yards and, with the dangerous
Gaetane Thiney right in front
of her, Solo had little opportunity to move. The ball flew
right past her.
But just as they did Sunday
against Brazil. the Americans
got stronger and stronger as the
game went on before Wambach
came through. Morgan then put
the game out of,reach, showing
why many believe she's next
big U.S. thing. Outracing four
French defenders, Morgan
sprinted up the left side and
then stutter-stepped to throw
Sapowicz off before taking her
shot. There were still 10 minutes left, but the party was on.
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Ray G Coursey Jr., Calloway County Clerk and the Calloway County Fiscal
Court, pursuant to KRS 424.330, announce that the 2010 Delinquent Real
Property Tax Bills (Certificate of Delinquency) will be published in the Murray
Ledger & Times on July 22nd, 2011. The list of Certificates of Delinquency is
also available for public inspection during the hours of 8:00am until 4:30pm,
Monday through Friday, at the Calloway County Clerk's office located on the
second floor at 101 S. 5th Street, Murray, Kentucky. This list may also be
inspected on the Calloway County Clerk's office website.
The Uniform Resource Locater (URL) of the
website is http://calloway.clerkinfo.net/. The tax sale will be held on August
23rd, 2011 beginning at 10:00am. All interested participants must register with
the Calloway County Clerk's office by close of business on August 15th, 2011.
Please contact the County Clerk's office if you need additional information
about the tax sale registration process, the required registration fee or deposit
amounts that will be needed. Taxpayers can continue to pay their delinquent
tax bills to the County Clerk's office anytime prior to the tax sale. Please Note:
All payments must be received in the County Clerk's office prior to the
tax sale date listed in this advertisement. Payments received after the tax
sale has been conducted will be returned without exception. Some delinquencies - although they have been advertised - will be excluded from the tax
sale in accordance with the provisions of KRS 134.504(10)(b). If you have any
questions, please do not hesitate to contact the County Clerk's office at
(270)767-0429
060

Are you planning
GET THIS 1X1 1
1ia Special Event or
need a place to
AD FOR ONLY
meet?
$75.00 PER
'• Rent The
MONTH
", Woodmen of
CALL 753-1916
e The World Hall
for
rent
Billboard
between Hazel and
Murray. $200 00/mo
270-492-8211

The Hazel Churc
Of Christ!
Its A Nice

12701755-4577- Pay
27014924105- Night

Personals
Lost a child in death?
So have I. Want to
talk? I do too!
519-8372

Place To Be!
519-8372

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibil,
ity whatsoever for their
activities.

LOST 3YR old Jack
Russel/Feist.
approx.
Black/tan,
12Ibs or less. Answers
to Sally. Missing from
4753 State Rt 94 W.
759-1196, 227-7420.
987-9485
My name is Bitty. I was
lost around Hardin
Baptist church area.
Im a white & blackRat
Terrier & I have a disfigured ear. If you see
me call my family.
They miss me very
much. Small reward
for safe retum.
Matt 270-873-7615
Anthony 270-530-0006

060

060
Help Wanted

ACCEPTING applica
ions for all positions.
Apply in person at
Rudy's on the square.
104 S. 5th St. No
phone calls please.
Area child care center
needs
experienced
teacher. Call 753-2077
C.A. Jones
Management Group is
accepting applications
for the following
positions for a
temporary assignment
that will begin in June
Customer Service
Representative &
Order Entry Clerk
Positions available on
1st 2nd & 3rd shifts
Please submit your
resume to
careersachuckiones.net
or apply in person at
306 Andrus Dr,
Murray. KY.Visit
www.chuckiones.net
for complete job
descriptions and other
full time employment
opportunities.
If hired, applicants
must pass a background check and drug
screen.
DAYS Inn Now hiring
all housekeeping positions Apply in person
8:00 am.- 3:00 p.m.
517 S. 12th Street.

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

DISCLAIMER

Old Country Store
Hiring for all positions.
Must be available to work
nights & weekends.
Apply in person at Cracker Barrel.

Lake Way Nursing and Rehab Center is
currently accepting applications for the
following position: RN Part-Time. Must be
licensed in the State of Kentucky. Apply in

When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom.
you will he redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local Job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the jobnetwtyk.corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us it you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
lob listings. Thank you.

person at Lake Way Nursing & Rehab Center
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S Benton, KY
42025 EOEJAAE
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

Cleaning person wanted, reliable, experienced, and detailed
cleaner needed for
thorough house cleaning.
References
required. Please call:
270-978-0624

UNLIMITED Earnings,
Possiblity of earning
dream vacations! Join
my Scentsy team
toady. $99 will get you
started.
www.scentsy.us/crystalduvall
270-227-0067

EDMISTON Marketing
is expanding and looking for detailed oriented
individuals who enjoy
working in a fast paced
environment.
Customer service and
computer experience
not
preferred, but
Visit
required.
wwwedmistonmarketing.com to fill out an
online application or eto
resume
mail
Alicia@edmistonmarketing.com
EXPERIENCED. motivated roofers
436-2731

1156 1111411,11ii.01. 1 'tint

EXPERIENCED
servers. Apply in person at Ruby Renee's.
1196 State Rt. 121 N.
No Phone calls please.
FURNITURE delivery
person needed. Parttime possibly full-time.
Apply
in
person.
Gallery.
Furniture
13395 Hwy 614 S. Just
south of Hazel.

Find out what's
happening
this summer...

1
1

subscribe to the

1

RAY
LElilleiR &TIMES

1
1
1
LIGHT manufacturing 1 Home Delivery
Local Mail
full/part-time. Flexible 1 3 mo.
$30.00
$30.00
3
mo.
hours. Apply in person.
6 mo. ......
6
$55.00
4931 State Rt. 121 N.
$10.00
1 yr.
1 yr...._.......$105.00
1
LPN 2R-10P MON., 1
TUES., AND WEDS.
.411 Other Mail
of KY/TN
1 Rest
Purme,ir,i,Hur.hmani
10p-6a. Thur & Fn.
Subscriptions
1
Apply in person at
$7$.00
$70.50 3 mo.
1 3 mo.
Green
Acres
$96.00
6 mo...............S90.00 6 mo.
HealthCare, 402 W.
$145.00
1 yr.
Farthing, Mayfield KY.
I
Visa
MIC
Money Order
Check

PECO
Acceptir
resumes
All sales careers
& other positions
Send to
P.O. Box 363
Murray. KY
42071
REAL Estate agent. 1st
Kentucky Reality.
270-978-1202

Name
I St. Address
City_
I State

_
Zip

I Daytime Ph. _
I Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
(Jr call (270) 753-1916
.a
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FOR SALE BY OWNER

MURRAY
STATE UNIVERSITY

Career Counselor, Career Services, Murray State
University Full time position
Qualifications: A Master's degree is required
Documented experience in career advising is
required Full time experience in higher education
is required A Master's degree in student personnel
administration with four years experience in higher
education is preferred Career Coaching training
and experience in teaching within the collegiate
environment is desirable. Demonstrated experience
in career advising may substitute for Career
Coaching training
Responsibilities: Coaching Murray State
University students and alumni in matters pertaining to selecting a career path Coaching Murray
State University students and alumni in how to
obtain cooperative education, internship, and
National Student Exchange opportunities Coaching
Murray State University students and alumni in
matters directly related to finding a full or parttime position of employment This will include
related activities such as: resume development,
cover letter development, reference lists, follow-up
techniques, interview skills and techniques. Provide
guidance to undeclared students admitted "conditionally" and 'unconditionally" regarding their
selection of an Academic area or major Teach an
entry level freshmen orientation class. Providing
mock interview experiences for Murray State
University students and alumni. Assist with planning and implementing major office events such as
Career Fairs, Senior Meetings, in-office interviews.
graduation survey, etc. Provide in-class presentations regarding all aspects of the office along with
information pertinent to the job search process
along with resume development or whatever the
instructor had requested along the lines of the services provided by this office. Provide information to
work-study employers such as Briggs and Stratton
pertaining to the academic requirements a student
must meet for the student work program Review
and editing of resumes and/or cover letters documents posted to the Racer Tracks (Experience) will
take place prior to those same documents being
published Follow-up meetings with students to discuss suggestions and recommendations to enhance
their job search documents.
Application Deadline: July 28,2011
To Apply: please visit www.murrarstatelobs.com
Women and minorities are encouraged to apply
Murray State university is an equal education and
eniployment opportunity. M F D. AA eniployer
060

150

Me Wanted
PRACTICAL Dental
Assisting Registration
is now open. Class
begins on Sept. 10,
2011. Classes are
scheduled on
Saturdays for 11
weeks, allowing you to
keep your present Job
while you gain skills for
a rewarding career.
Information and
Registration forms
available at
www.bohledentatcom
or call our office
270-442-0256
Financing Available
Enrollment is limited
Sleep Central in
Murray, KY is seeking
Patient
Care
Coordinators to loin our
team. Computer skills
are a must. Please
send resume to Sleep
Central 104 Max Hurt
Drive Murray. Ky 42071
or
e-mail
cblacicq rotech cora."
EOE/AA/M FDV
Steven G. Sacora,
CPA/CFP Firm seeks
CPA (3-5 yrs experience
required).
Benefits include 4-day
work
week. Email
resume to julie@sacora.com

Renee's Cleaning
Service- One owner,
one employee Weekly
or bi-weekly cleaning
270-752-0105
Super Cleaning
Do you need your
house cleaned top to
bottom? Give
me a call
731-336-3891
References available
120
Computers
MDM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
Went to Buy

Articles
For Sale
Craftsman
standard
wrench
set,
9pc.
$90/0.B.O.
Almost
new.
270-873-2357
9AM-5PM
Hardwood slabs for
sale
150 bundles
S17 per bundle
270-350-0401
www twlumberco co

1112-AmionLARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS
605 [South 12th St

(270) 753-1713
160
Home Furnishings
HEAVY metal bunk
bed. Primary colors.
Excellent
condition.
$400. 759-2422
LEATHER
couch,
$400, Loveseat, $250,
Glass-top
coffee
tables,
$250/$100,
Butcher block table
3x5. VW, 100% wool
rug 11x16, $100 270753-9460

2001 16x60 Fleetwood.
2BR, 1BA. Must be
moved. Call 293-0620
2006 Clayton 16x80
3BR. 28A, vinyl siding
Like new
270-489-2525
280
Noble Homes For Rent
DOUBLE
Wide, 3
Bedroom
$450.00
270-293-6116
Newly
remodeled
16x80 3BR, 2BA all
appliances furnished
On private lot close to
town and school. No
pets. $475/mo plus
deposit. Call 293-1761
or 753-7930

Want to buy running
and non-running cars
and trucks. KEY AUTO
PARTS 759-9694
150
Melee
For S.
Band sawn cypress
lumber. 1x4 through
1x12. 8' long through
16' long. KT&L Timber
company Greenfield,
TN. 731-235-3858
office.
731-571-3499 cell.
CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS
has
bargains
at
Trends-N -Treasures
Buy/appraise
coins
270-753-4161

1 OR 2br apts. nea
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposi
required. 753-4109_
1BR, price reduced.
various
locations
Coleman RE
753-9898.
1BR, 1BA Apt. starting
at $295.00. 2BR, 1BA
Townhouse starting at
$475.00. Call Hamlet
North Apartments.
270-753-7559
1st Full lito Rent Free
Calloway Garden
Essex Downs

Apartments
1505 Diuguid DriNe
I BR & 2BR Apis
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 2E3 6
.
Equal opportunrty

tar

-,

Y:

•Mr•LIW••••
•IIIIII •&

•MI

a•ati C.-all
Mil

( 111r.iek:I
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All Carpentry &
A1LJC-JraCto INii) Handyman
Service

Sat. July 23rd AT 10:00 A.M.

LARGE 2BR. W/D. all
utilities, cable & internet paid. Lease negotiable. Non-smoking
No pets.
$525/mo + deposit
759-4335

3BR, 2BA. 3 years old, beautiful
backyard, 1,800 sq.ft. Robinson Rd.
$249,900.
978-0177

nmercial Prop.
For Sale

TIRED of CD's
paying 1%???
For Sale: Commercial
Building Union City,TN
Great Location $34,200.00
yearly
rental income
4,000 square feet
Multiple units
$395,000.00
731-446-7099

NICE 2BR Duplex
stove, refngerator. No
pets. 227-7414.
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1-800-648-6056

YARD SALE
8211 STATE RT.
121 N.
COLD WATER
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
7:00 - ??
Cnb, Harley items
bed liner, kids dirt
bike, lots of kids
Jothes, dishes, toys,
and much more

METAL Building local
ed 406 112 Sunberry
Circle, Murray, KY.
40x40, 12ft. walls, insulated,
gas
heats.
$300/mo. Call
270-436-2935.

"The Jeff McClure Estate" 394 Turkey Ln, Anna, KY
IKII esasiv OW n..e•-•ay, *Cam welt %AcDc sr
From Murray, KY Take Hwy 641 N 4 Miles To Hwy 464, Turn Lett. Proceed 2/10
Mile To Flint Rd. Turn Left, Proceed S 6/10 Mile To Wrather Rd. Turn Right
Proceed W 1.8 Miles To Turke Ln, Proceed NW MO Mile
AILILOCT•CD MN WO MG 11-111 ILAN alM WU-1-S.
ja Wine CSWCa S.ili-Cowry
Faarr-- Folactrame-aia.sc 49rms. Lireot.ampffOsl'I'

TRACTORS - "20 John Deere 2 Cylinder Tractors" Some On Steel

ri

NEW apartment in
Hazel
$550 00/mo
plus deposit all utilities
included
270-492-8211

JD A's • JD El's • JD D's • JD G s • JD M • JD 50 • JD 40 • JD R • JD 420 • •••••
JD 4630 Open Station. Clued w/Frt Wheel Ast • JD 125 Skid Steer w/Cab
ENGINES - JD W Engine Power Unit • JO HA-92 Engine Power Unit • Waterloo E.
3HP. 550 RPM. Hit & Miss Engine • Waterloo E 1.5 HP. 500 RPM Hit & Miss Engine
EQUIPMENT: JD Pull Disc Plows. 2-3-4-5 Pans • JD 3 Pt Disc Plows. 2-3-4 Pans •
JD Pull MoBoard Plows, 2-3-4-5 Btms - On Steel& Rubber. Hyd & Trip Litt •
McCormick Team Mower "Steel Wheels-.JD Manure Spreader • JD BWA 12 Disc •
JD 8W Sickle Mower • JD B 20 Hole Grain Drill • Steel Wheels - Many Antiques
Tractor Accessories • Cat 06 Dozer Straight Shift w/Hyd Blade • JD 200 Dirt Pan
w/Dollie • 8 Yard Din Pan. wiDollie • Single Drum 6' Sheep Foot Roller • 7 Loader
Bucket • Gravity Wagons • New 5 Quick Attach Grapple Bucket • Rhino FM 100
Finish Mower • 8' Box Blade • 3 Pt 8. Root Rake • Skid Steer Hyd Post Hole Digger
• Woods HD 315 Hyd Fold Cutler • Bulk Bins • Gehl Mix All Grinder Mixer •
Worthington Tow Industrial Compressor • Pelsue Tow Industrial Metro XL
Compressor Generator • Corral Panels - Livestock Handling Accessories • Many
Shop Tools • Manuals TRUCKS -TRAILERS: '79 Landoll Hauloll Model 317-43
Equipment Trailer, 32 Deck. 10 Upper, Winch. Outriggers • '93 Freightliner Day
Cab Road Tractor, Cummins, 10 Spd Twin Screw. Wet Kit • 85 GM General 10
Wheeler, Cummins.8 Sp Twin Screw, 16' Rock Bed • 43' Van Trailer • 2 Axle 16'
Bumper Hitch Trailer • 20' Steel Semi Dump Trailer • 26' GN Livestock Trailer
No Buyer's Premium!!! Complete Settlement Day Of Sale, Bank Letters A Must
For Information On The Equipment Call Family Friend

Mr. Jimmy Johnson At 270-293-7797

JAIMES Ft- CASH
71‘5 AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER

Real Estate

in
Murray ledger & limes Fair
FANCY FARM, KY- 270-623-8466
Quiet apartment in
Housing Act Notice
RIJ
R I/.
THE SELLING MACHINE
.
.
Lynn Grove area. All
All real estate advertised herein
I'. sublect to the Federal Fair
utilities paid $600/mo
Housing Act. which makes it
plus deposit
illegal to ad%erhse any
AUCTION
ence,
270-492-8211
limitation or diScnrr,
RETAIL Store in Hazel.
hon based on race, color, reil
5000
SF
gion,
+/-.
set, handicap, tamdial staSATURDAY, JULY 16, 2011 at 10:00 a.m. at Dan Miller Auction Barn.
340
tu. or natonal ongia or !men
$750 00/month
Lynn Grove. KY. From Mayfield. KY take Hwy. 80 East to 1836 South
tion to make ant' such pn-•
Houses For Rent
270-492-8211
en,es, limitations'or discrinl
to 121 through Coldwater, KY to 1836 South. From Murray. KY take
Hwy. 94 West to Lynn Grove. KY. Signs Posted. Selling for the
laws forbid discnmirv!
Spacious office or
2BR house Southwes
James Trevathan Estate & others.
in the sale, rental or advert-,
of Murray. No pets
of real estate based on tadvr
retail business for
Nice green rocker. recliner. 4 & 5 drawer chest, nice entertainment center.
addition to those proted,t
References required
rent. Excellent
under federal law
table lamps. HolIly Piano. large S roll top desk, small church pew, like new
$425.00/mo+deposit.
location with
We will knowingly accept ant
stainless refrigerator w/ freezer at bottom, knee hole desk, nice youth high
270-435-4226
advertising tor rear estate which
ample parking
chair. bar stools, dinning chairs, old travel sewing machine, nice large piece
is not in violation of the law All
persons are henk.i intormed
Adjacent to 4th
3BR, 2BA all appliof banded carpet, swivel top T.V. stand, plant stand, other nice F.F. refrigerthat all dwellings advertised are
ances. In Hazel, $525
Street courthouse
available on an equal opportuator, nice dresser & chest, new set of tires 255-45 R20110H, 60" Color TV..
nity basis
plus deposit & referCall
nice .25c bottle coke machine w/ key, like new kitchen aid mixer, baby
ences. no pets.
For turthrr assistance with Fait
270-978-7811
stroller,
nice dishes, pots & pans, crystal glass, glass bowls, dog pin, silver
Housing
Advertising require753-1059
ments, contact NAA Counsel
pieces, costume Jewelry, rod & reels, single trees, double trees, 31 pieces
Rene P Milam,(703)648-1000
VERY nice 3BR, 2BA in
of plows, horse drawn tools. team gear leather britching. horse collars &
Murray.
1
Pets
&
Supplies
year.
pads, horse bridles. lot of tools & wrenches. come along, lacks, water
$1100.00/mo + deposit.
trough, electric fencer, Mr. Trevathan rubber tired team road wagon,
110.1al MOM
270-293-0136
DOG Obedience.
011•1•0•1'•111.••
seaters, Little Tyke car bed, children's toys, book shelf, measuring wheel,
(270)436-2858.
440
fishing equipment, hand & yard tools, Craftsman 4.0 hp gas trimmer on
360
Great Dane 8wks
Lots For Sale
wheels, Poulan 260 Pro 42cc chain saw. Sears Craftsman 10' radial arrr
Storage Rwitals
$600.00 AKC
saw,
several ratchet down.
270-210-6067
Lot and a half for sale
Shih-tzu
with
trees.
puppies.
A&F Warehousing
Perfect for
Lunch Available
Not Responsible For Accidents
Male/female
walkout
CKC
basement.
Near MSU $20-50
shots,
wormed, 1414 Oakhill Dr. Call
753-7668
$300.00 & $400.00 978-0876 or 759-5469.
2 70 - 8 0 4 - 8 1 0 3
G&C
Lot
for
sale.
evenings
STORAGE and
Developers
will
PROPANE
come. Call
119E Main
270-767-9948
(270) 753-6266
270-293-9474
Cell: (270) 293-4183
BERMUDA Hay to
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F
sale.
460
460
270-293-5381
Acreage
Homes For Sale
270-435-4098
Homes For Sale
NEED transport for 5
3BR, 2BA. Remodeled
BRICK, 3rni from Pans
Log home on 60
96 TOYOTA COROLLA
WAREHOUSES horses and 5 goats
inside and out. Sits on
Landing State Park
from Murray, KY. to
acres, wildlife,
247k miles, oil change
9 lots. Walking dis1.4/acres with 2 car
Osage Beach, MO.
1850 St. Rt, 1 21S
due 249k, needs batpond, South Graves
tance to KY. Lake. 550
attached plus 1.5 car
The trip is 400 miles
tery. Price $1.200
Murray. KY 42071
Co. near Murray.
Newman
Dr.
New
garage. Great room,
one way. Horse experiLocated
North
in
270-753-5562
$189,000
Concord, KY. Asking
kitchen, and dining
ence necessary. Call
Calloway.
$75,000.
270-293-7687
room has vaulted ceil270-978-0684
270-519-3147
270-436-5507
ings. 3BR, 2BA. 3 welk400
J&L RENTALS
270-978-2105
in closets. Great neighYard Sale
MINI-STORAGE
borhood.
$169,000.
[
12311
14omes
For
Ws
720 S. 4TH ST.
4BR, 2BA Brick home, 731-644-2445, for
orner of 121 S. & Glendale
LARGE MULTI
2
car
garage. pictures go to
1700SOFT, fenced-in forsalebyowner.com
YOUR AD
10X10 $25 10x15 S40
2BR house in quie
PARTY YARD SALE
yard, recently remod(2701436-2524
COULD BE
Murray
subdivision.
House
furnishings,•
and
1604
SYCAMORE
42701 293-6906
HERE FOR
Garage, gas logs, sky eled bathrooms and
State Hwy 94W. 2
STREET
lights, whirlpool tub, kitchen, and new roof.
ONLY $75.00
miles
from
city
limits.
includes extra lot. 270-227-3731
THURSDAY A MONTH
Owner will be in the
PREMIER
Fenced backyard, stor
MINISTORAGE
area on July 15th. Can
CALL 753-1916
SATURDAY
Beautiful
brick
home.
age bldg, concrete
•Inside climate control
be reached at cell num7:00 - 2:00
drive, aplhances inc. 2,000sqh, 3BR, 2BA, 2 ber 1-330-844-5935
storage
car garage, carport,
Reduced
price.
Furniture, smoker
•Security alarmed
3acres. lake. 4MI to
731-333-9778 OR
New 2-4
•Safe & clean
wheels/tires, kids
Murray. $249,000.00.
Carpet & iloor
731-336-6037
'We sell boxes,
Bedroom homes in
731-247-6193
clothes, toys, much
Covering
•We rent U-Hauls
Riverfield Estates.
You
can
count on the
much
more
753-9600
SBG Real Property
MOVING SALE
most experienced
Professionals
1603 SYCAMORE STREET
in West Ky.
293-7872
SATURDAY 7/16
403 Tom Taylor Trail
7:00AM - 1:00PM
NEW Listing
753-7728
1930's Antique wicker love seat and rocker,
3BR, 2BA
tools, tons of screws, nuts. bolts, nails, etc.
Energy Efficient
ectnc
Refrigerator, small kitchen appliances.
270-210-3781
Since 1986
Household goods
270-559-2032
Res., Corn.. & Ind.
"If you've pot it, we can store 1t
Size 5 clothing $1.00 each, vent free gas
Licensed & Insured
470
All jobs - hie or small
For all your storage convenience
heater. 2 and 4 door file cabinets, Patio set with
Motorcycles & ATV's
Choose from our 3 locations.
umbrella.

DAN MILLER. AUCTIONEER (270)435-4144
DARRELL BEANE. AUCTIONEER (270)435-4420
TERRY D. PASCHALL. BROKER/AUCTIONEER (270)767-9223
www.danmillerauctioneer.com
terrydpaschaHrealestate.com

KEY MINI

Over 25 years. Call
Don. Murray area
519-8570.
ALL GREEN LAWN
CARE Local, Reliable.
and affordable. Free
estimates.
270-293-7220
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems
Dozer, back hoe, and
track
hoe
work
Installation and repair
on septic systems
Now offering septic
tank pumping Major
credit cards accepted
978-0404

GARLAND
RENTAL

H

E

753-9562

• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights, Electncity. and 24/7 Surveillance

All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

EVERYTHING GOES!

n

CORNER OF HWY 299/KIRKSEY ROAD &
POOR FARM ROAD

7:30 - 4:30
Something for everyone, Furniture, toys.

eed 30Ittell/here to

Store your 3114/t9

We Offer:
'All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• Climate Control

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
812 Whitnell Ave.• 753-3853

1998 XR70 Honda
nice. $500. 436-6070

TH_E YARD SALE

SATURDAY. JULY 16

270-753-2905

usiu

clothes for all ages, books, records, household
and kitchen items, MAN stuff, sewing and craft

2005 Hyundai Sante
Fe LX. V-6. One owner,
well
maintained,
garage kept. Heated
leather seats, sunroof,
very good condition.
83,xxx miles. $10,800.
270 - 76 7 - 9 7 9 3
ovenings

items.
Used Cars
GIGANTIC MOVING SALE
1811 GRAHAM ROAD
(OFF POOR FARM ROAD)
LOOK FOR A BIG GRAY BARN
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
8:00 - 2:00
Lots of collectibles including Linens &
Crocheted. Sheet Music, Dolls, Magazines.
Jewelry and much more. Lots and Lots of
books - Old & New. Some furniture,tools.
Edger. Elect. tiller, Household items and deco
Area rugs, 7.5' flocked Christmas tree, 25 gallon pump sprayer. Leather Motorcycle Jacket &
Chaps. Much more.

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages. gutters,
Junk & tree work.
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
ADAMS Home
Improvement
Additions, Remodeling
Roofing, Vinyl Siding,
Laminate
Floors.
Repairs, workers comp
Insured.
227-2617.

Servicing Murray
& surrounding area
$40 Service Call
(270) 227-0826

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
Pas ing. Sealcoating
& Hauling
TONY TRAVIS

270-753-2279
bulldozer
work.
Demolition, ponds dug,
lots leveled & cleared.
Free estimates.
270-227-0906
From Drywall &
Painting to
Bathrooms &
Kitchens
Decks to Fencing.
We Do It All,
No Job To Small!
270-873-9916
or visit our website
kentuckylake
remodeling.cgra
FREE ESTIMATES
EDWARDS
PLUMBING
Plumbing Repair
& Service
No Job Too Small
FREE ESTIMATES
Licensed & Insured
270-906-2072
270-293-5509
David K Edwards

LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
*Flight Review
*Discovery Flight

(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387
FRAME'S TREE
SERVICE &
DEBRIS REMOVAL
•24 Hour
Emergency Service
'Locally owned
*Licensed & Insured
Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
*Trimming
*Removal
*Stump Grinding
*Firewood
*Insured

(270)489-2839
C&
CONTRACTING
Construction
Roofing • Carpentry
Fencing • Decking
Landscaping
Design • Installation
• Maintenance
Lic. & Ins.
FREE ESTIMATES
(270)978-2623
LAWN Care Service
Reasonable
rates.
starting at $15
270-753-2405

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance

6" Con

Gera
11 I

Gru
(27(

CHASE
Care. 8,
293-881

AFFORDABLE
APPLIANCE
REPAIR

&night's

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E

ANTIQUES Call Larry
753-3633
GOOD used air conditioner, stove, refrigerator, electric & gas
heater, storm windows.
753-4109

GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments availCall for your
able
appointment
today.
270-753-2905.

Mum

Gallimore Electrical Coot,

tot'. I I

hollandmotorsales.cOm
270-753-4461

Commercial/Residential
James C. Gallimore

08 Nissan Altima
Coupe, V-4, auto. red.
25.616 mi , garage
kept $18.000
270705-7801

janiesgallintormyahootonf

wwwleelle.weebly.eoni

(270) 759-0890
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edger & Times
i30
Services Offered
arpentry &
yman Service
25 years. Call
. Murray area
8570
GREEN LAWN
E. Local. Reliable,
affordable. Free
ales.
293-7220
RUS Excavating
Septic Systems.
r, back hoe, and
work.
hoe
Dation and repair
septic systems.
offering septic
pumping. Major
cards accepted

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times
530
Services Mlle

r Continuous Gutters
Garage Door Sales
& Maintenance
Owner
Greg

Mansfield
(270) 293-8480
HALL'S WASTI
‘\ \GI mr\
• weekly & special pickups
• locally ()sued/operated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
CHASE Futrell LawnCare. 8yrs. exp.
293-8814

530
Services Offered
HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXC.AVAT1ON
& TRUCKING
Year WI( Muds
installation
& Repair
Dirt, Grovel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)293-84416
PAINTER NEEDED?
30 yrs. expenence
Intenor/Extenor
No job too big
or too small
1531 W Broadway,
Mayfield, KY
270-247-7589
270-804-9155

530
Services Offered

KEY ROOFING.
PAINTING &

REMODELING
S$ We will save
YOU money $$
Free Estimates
References

(270) 703-0978
(270) 205-6063

40 Service Coll
70) 227-0826

IANCE REPAIR
ICE & PARTS
293-8726 OR
34
V in Bureri

'RAVIS
;MALT
Mg. Sea!coating
& Hauling
/NY TRAVIS

D-753-2279
bulldozer
Ilion, ponds dug.
veled & cleared.
stimates
27-0906
•om Drywall &
Painting to
3athrooms &
Kitchens
:ks to Fencing.
Ne Do It All!
Job To Small!
t70•873-9916
as!: our website
ise_ntu_ckylgke
modelirot.com
EE ESTIMATES
EDWARDS
PLUMBING
imbing Repair
& Service
Job Too Small
E ESTIMATES
nsed & Insured
70-906-2072
70-293-5509
id K Edwards

RN TO FLY
n Murray
ssional Flight
nstruction
ight Review
covery Flight
1
1

)873-2098
)925-5387

AMES TREE
iERVICE &
RIS REMOVAL
•24 Hour
rgency Service
>catty owned
Ised & Insured
ton Frame
'0) 227-3140
'0) 474-0323

ICK UP
vi,anres Oki
Yrn

293-5624
TRELL'S
SERVICE
rimming
Removal
mp Grinding
Firewood
Insured

)489-2839
G&H
TRACTING
nistruction
lig • Carpentry
ing Decking
indscaping
Installation
laintenance
.ic. & Ins.
ESTIMATES
)978-2623
Care Service
rates
able
at $15
2405

"flap
re
CORI

S
e

90

530
Services OfMred

MICKEY WILSON
DEVELOPMENT

MILLS & SON

lellt.1.11 I,01111.111.1

PRESSURE

NO Joh I tio Rig
or I oo Small'
• \en 1101111'..
• Remolding
I ii ere.ed &
(270) 227-691 3

Tree
YEARRY'S
Service and mowing.
Licensed and insured.
24 hour emergency
assistance. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

iF FOR
APPLIANCE
REPAIR
•

ervicing Murray
urrounding area

530
Services Offered

WASHING
Vinyl siding
Wood siding
Brick •Concrete
Decks• Fence

(270)227-6160
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530
Services Wiese

530

530
Services Offered

[124"cc4r"

Mitchell's Lawn &
Landscaping
Start to Finish
Tractor Work, Drive
Ways. Bush Hogging,
New Lawn Installation
& Mowing Now
Hauling Dirt, Mulch,
Gravel & Sand
227-0908
Free Estimate,

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING
•Asphalt Installation
.Seal coating &
striping
40 yrs. experience

(270)759-0501

WAYNE HIGGINS
EIACKHOE SERVICE
• Septic Systems
• Excavating
• Weil Pumps
In

Business since 1988

270-759-4685

FREE dog - Rat Temer
Name is CJ, just like
the jeep: She is 11/2
years old, white with
black spots. Good dog.
would like to give her to
someone with kids, she
loves kids. Westside
has her records
293-3255
Swingset. 759-1527

SUBSCRIBE
STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS

ANNOUNCEMENTS
One order, One check,
One smart move! Save
time and money by
making one call to
place a 25-word classified in 70 Kentucky
newspapers for only
$250 For more information, contact the
classified department
of this newspaper or
call KPS 1-502-2238821
BUILDINGS
Pole Barns- 30X54X10
1-Walkdoor, 1-15X9
End Slider, $10,389
Installed: 24X40X9 112X8 End Slider. 1Walkdoor. $7,689
Installed. 1-800-9872366, www.tradonbuildings.com
BUSINESS
SERVICES
DISH Network delivers
more for less!
Packages starting at
$24.99! mo. Local
Channels Included!
FREE HD FOR LIFE!
Free BLOCKBUSTER
movies for 3 months.
1-866-240-3844

SAWMILLS- Band
Chainsaw- Spring
Sale- Cut lumber any
dimension, anytime.
MAKE MONEY and
SAVE MONEY. In
stock, ready to ship.
Starting at $995.
www.NorwoodSawmill
s.com/300N 1-800578-1363 Ext. 300N
HELP WANTED
— ABLE TO TRAVEL
Hiring 10 people, Free
to travel all states.
resort areas. No expenence necessary. Paid
training &
Transportation OVER
18. Start ASAP 1-888853-8411
HOME
IMPROVEMENT
Log Cabin Siding.
Make any home or
mobile home a Log
Home with Log Cabin
Siding and T&G Wood
Ceilings. AW Graham
Lumber 1-877-8459663 www.grahamlumbercom
INSTRUCTIONAL

DIVORCE with or without children $99.95.
Includes name change
and property settlement agreement.
FREE information.
SAVE hundreds. Fast
and easy. Call 1-888789-0198 2417.

Airlines Are HiringTrain for high paying
Aviation Career. FAA
approved program.
Financial aid if qualified. Job placement
assistance. CALL
Aviation Institute of
Maintenance 888-2072053

EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE

ALLIED HEALTH
career training- Attend

college 100% online.
Job placement assistance. Computer available. Financial Aid if
qualified. SCHEV certified. Call 800-4819409
www.CenturaOnline.co

ATTEND COLLEGE
ONLINE from Home.
'Medical. •Business,
Paralegal,
'Accounting, 'Criminal
Justice. Job placement
assistance. Computer
available, Financial Aid
if qualified. Call 866460-9765
www.CenturaOnline.co

TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
160 hours Class-A
CDL training. See why
Delta is different.
Tuition reimbursement,
job placement available with major OTR/
Local carriers. BBB.
Mt. Sterling, 1-800883-1071, wwwdeltatruckdrivingschool.com
25 Driver Trainees
Needed! Learn to drive
for TMC
Transportation! Earn
$750 per week! No
experience needed!
Local CDL Training!
Job ready in 3 weeks!
1-877-243-1812
ACT NOW! Driver
Trainees Needed for
WERNER. No experience needed. Train in
16 days at Truck
America Training. 1st

year avg $38,000
Tuition Financing
Available (502)9556388 or (866)244-3644

Earn up to $80k
(877)369-7192
www.centrattruckdrivIngjobs.com

ATTENTION DRIVERS: Earn $.40 per
loaded mile plus Tarp
and other tees. ClassA CDL Required. Local
and Regional flatbed
to choose from. WVT
877-SCHILLI.
www vvvtonline.com
Big G Express Inc
Currently hiring OTR
and Regional Divers.
Good equipment,
home most weekends,
option to run weekends, good benefits,
assigned trucks and
dispatchers, APU's in
every truck, FREE
Retirement program
and more. Call 800684-9140 x2 or visit us
at
wwwbiggexpress.com
CALL NOW!
International Truck
Driving School! BIH
Trucking Company
Now taking Students!
No COL, No problem!
STATE WIA PROGRAM if qualified. or
Financing available.
888-780-5539
CDL Training- Career
Central No Money
Down CDL Training
Work for us or let us
work for you!
Unbeatable Career
Opportunities 'Trainee
'Company Driver
•LEASE OPERATOR
Earn up to $51k
'LEASE TRAINERS

www.drive4ndl.com

orn

Driver- CDL-A
Experienced OTR
Drivers up to $3000
Bonus. Up to .39c per
mile. 888-378-71376
mo. OTR exp. & CDL
Req'd.
www.usatruck.jobs

Drivers- No
Experience- No
Problem. 100°. Paid
CDL Training.
Immediate benefits.
20/10 program.
Trainers earn up to
49c per mile! CAST
VAN EXPEDITED 800326-2778
www.JoinCRST.com

FLATBED DRIVERS 'Home Weekends
'Tarp & Extra Stop
Pay 'Safety Bonus
'$2,000 Referral
Bonus 'W900 KW's. 2
Yrs. Exp. Required.
800-648-9915 Ext.
250. Apply WWW boydandsons.com

Drivers- CDL-A
Experienced Dnvers
OTR. Regional &
Dedicated Runs up to
50c per mite. Class-A
CDL & Hazmat Req d.
800-942-2104 ext
7307 or 7308
www.totalms.com

Earn Up to $.51cpm!!
CDL-A Drivers, Tanker
& Dry Van positions
available. 1 year OTR
experience. Good
MVR & work history
needed. Call 877-8826537 or apply
www.oakleytransport.c

Drivers- CDL-A Start
up to 45c per mile!!
Sign-On Bonus! Great
home time!' Lease
purchase available
Experience Req d.
800-441-4271 xKY-100
HornadyTransportation
com
Drivers- GOOD
MILES! Regional Truck
Drivers start at 37 cpm
w/1+ years experience. HOME EVERY
WEEK. Affordable family benefits. Call 888362-8608. or visit
AVERITTcareers.com.
EIDE.
Drivers- Midwest/
South. TX Regions!
National Distributors
49+ cpm Teams. 39+
cpm Solos OTR Pets
Welcome. Class-A
COL. Minimum 12
Mos. 877-334-9677 or

Envoys say Gadhafi ready
to go, says French FM
By ELAINE GANLEY
Associated Press

PARIS(AP)-- France's foreign minister said Tuesday Paris
has had contact with emissaries
from Moammar Gadhafi who
say the embattled Libyan strongman is "prepared to leave"
power.
It was not immediately clear
whether such an offer is credible
or amounts to a potential breakthrough in the Libyan crisis. But
Gadhafi has refused to leave or
give up power.
Alain Juppe said that while
the contacts do not constitute
proper negotiations, "everyone
(involved in Libya's civil war)
has contacts with everyone else.
The Libyan regime sends its
messengers all over, to Turkey,
to New York, to Paris.
"We receive emissaries who
are saying,'Gadhafi is prepared
to leave. Let's discuss it," Juppe
said, without identifying the
envoys.
French officials have insisted
that Gadhaffs giving up power
is key to ending the hostilities,
which began in mid-March. and
Juppe said that more and more
countries agree on that point.
"There is a consensus on how
to end the crisis, which is that
Gadhafi has to leave power."
Juppe said. "That (consensus)
was absolutely not a given two
or three months ago.
"The question is no longer
whether Gadhafi is going to
leave power, but when and
how," he said.
France was instrumental in
launching the NATO-led operation of airstrikes against
Gadhafi's forces, in a U.N.-mandated mission to protect civilians resisting his four-decade
regime.

NATO flew more than 100 demands for a cease-fire but the
sorties Monday and hit several rebels and NATO have insisted
key targets in western Libya. on Gadhafi's departure first.
including a military storage
Meanwhile. NATO appeared
facility, three military facilities to suggest on Tuesday that it
and seven military vehicles. would be willing to stop bombaccording to an operational ing Libya during Ramadan — if
report issued Tuesday.
Gadhafi's forces also honored a
Juppe's upbeat talk came cease-fire during the Muslim
hours before French lawmakers holy month of Ramadan. which
voted overwhelmingly, 482-27, begins around Aug. I.
to continue the French role in
"We need to wait and see
the NATO-led air campaign. whether Gadhafi's forces continFrench law requires parliamen- ue to shell and inflict harm."
tary approval for all military said a NATO spokesman, Wing
campaigns lasting more than Cmdr. Mike Bracken.
four months.
"If they do. and we believe
In Tripoli, Libyan Officials there is risk to the lives of
warned that the rebel-controlled Libyan people, then I think it
eastern half of the country could would he highly appropriate to
be cut off from water supplies continue to use the mandate that
without a truce to allow for
NATO has to protect those
maintenance work on a power
lives," Bracken said during a
plant pumping water up from the
teleconference from NATO's
desert.
operational command in Naples.
About 70 percent of the Italy.
country relies on water brought
A French lawyer, meanwhile.
up from underground aquifers
in Tripoli that he is
announced
deep in the southern desert, and
a petition on
present
to
going
the plant powering it in the east
Libyan
government
the
of
behalf
is falling apart, said the Libyan
Criminal
the
to
International
agricultural minister.
Court's appeals body to have its
"Out of six .turbines, we are
prosecutor and judges recused
using one turbine in the plant
for bias.
because of lack of maintetold
Ceccaldi
Marcel
nance," said Abdel-Maguid alprosecutor
ICC
reporters
that
Gaud, who also heads the sysLuis Moreno-Ocampo and the
tem known as the Great Manthat handed down arrest
judges
supwhich
Project,
made Water
plies water to both halves of the warrants for Gadhafi. one of his
country. "It's going to close sons and a top lieutenant for war
crimes should be thrown out.
itself."
"We have proof that the
Al-Gaud called for a ceaseof Moreno is
investigation
fire with the rebels and NATO
forces and urged the U.N. to lift biased and in the service of the
a ban on importing spare parts coalition bombing the Libyan
so the power plant could be state," Ceccaldi said.
repaired and restored to full
He said the court lacked
criticized
power. U.N. Security Council legitimacy
and
resolutions ban imports of many Moreno-Ocampo for collecting
items into Libya.
testimonies only in the rebelLibya has made several held parts of the country.

Get All You Need To
'Succeed! Van and
Flatbed divisions.
Great starting pay!
Plus lots of extras
$500 Sign-On for
flatbed. CDL-A, 6mo,
OTR. 888-801-5295
Home Weekends.

7

PAID DRIVER TRAINING! Refresher Course
available tor Regional
Truck Drivers Earn 35
to 37 cpm afterwards!

19
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Owner Operators &
Fleet Owners: TIRED
of High Fuel Costs?!?
Average Fuel network
savings of 43c1 gallon.
Earn over $2.00/ mile!
877-277-8756
www.JoinMalone corn

By Dave Cireen

i

6

8

WE HAVE IT ALL!!!!!
Class-A Drivers
Needed LOCAL,
REGIONAL & OTR,
GREAT PAY & BENEFITS! Hiring within
Louisville & Lexington
and Surrounding
Areas CALL 866-2702665 OR Apply Online
at
WWW ABDRIVERS C
OM

Sudoku Is a number-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 gnd with
several given numbers The obtect is to place the numbers 1 to 9
in the empty squares so that each row each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once The difficulty level
ot the Concept's Sudoltu increases trom Monday to Sunday

SUDOKU
Concepts SudoKu

Home every week
Nice trucks, Great
benefits Visit
AVERITTCAREERS.0
OM EOE

OTR Flatbed.
Guarantee pay. Exc.
Pay & Benefits. No
Tarp Freight. 0/Ops
Welcome. Call Today
for Details. 800-5545661 ext. 331
www.awItransport.com

Answer to previous puzzle

8 3
5 2
1 6
4 5
2 8
7 9
6 4
9 1
3 7

4
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3
6
1
5
2
8

2
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9
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6
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Horoscope
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Friday, July 15,2011:

by Jacqueline Bigar
for

This year, you seem to be able to
be more vulnerable and open.
You gain many insights through
relating and identifying with
others. The unexpected could
impact your finances, awareness
and a key relationship. You
won't be bored, especially if you
are attached. Be willing to take a
leap of faith. If you are single,
you meet people with ease, but
they often want to become more
involved than you desire.
AQUARIUS helps you stabilize
when dealing with key issues.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:

4-Positive: 3-Average: 2-So-so:
I -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Go with a change of
mood midday. A meeting in the
morning gives you a sense of
completion and direction. You
know you have made good
choices. A celebratory tone takes
over in the p.m. Don't forget that
special meeting. Tonight: Making
the most of the moment.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** You stretch to see and
understand certain matters more
completely. Choose to keep
much of the insights you gain to
yourself. Make a call in the afternoon. Reach out for a boss or
authority figure. Take charge of a
project in the evening. Tonight: A
meeting could evolve into a
party
GEMINI (May 21-June 20)
**** Keep talking with an
associate or partner who will
make all the difference once you
see eye to eye. Mutual respect is
a necessity here. Detach and let
go of previous judgments.
Ultimately, you will connect.
Tonight: Go where there is
music.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Realize when you
have had enough and need to
approach a situation differently.
Certainly, you see how stubborn
someone is being. Pushing will
make this person's resistance
even stronger. You know what
you are doing. Trust your judgment. Tonight: Make plans with a
special friend.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** An element of the unex-

pected runs through your afternoon. The timing seems to put
you in the right mood to start the
weekend. Make it a point to clear
out as much work as possible.
Be open to a new technique or
technology. Tonight: You could
be amazed by all the suggestions.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Others appreciate your
unusual and upbeat ideas.
Listen to what is being shared as
a result. Appreciate the benefits
of open exchange. You don't
need to agree, but often ideas
build on each other. Look to
loosening your self-imposed
structure. Is it all necessary?
Tonight: Make it early.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You might choose to let
others express more of their
ideas. If you can avoid making
an open judgment, all the better.
Asking questions helps open up
both your and others' thinking.
Someone's spontaneity delights
you on some level. Tonight: Say
"yes" to the right invitation.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Return calls and stay on
top of communication. Use the
afternoon to try out a new idea.
Understand that a change could
be surprising but also a little
stressful, even for you! Tonight:
Relax with a friend or co-worker.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Recognize that at a cer-

Missy: Chocolate
Labrador Retriever,
two years old, female

tam n point you cannot do anything more about a financial situation. You cannot control all
facets of this issue. Pick up the
phone and return calls. Leave a
fun call for last. Tonight: Be
Spontaneous.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Continue the pace with
an eye to achievement. Others
respond well to you, especially in
the morning. Sometimes your
strength is overwhelming. Know
when you have taken on too
much! Tonight: Act on a fun idea
involving your domestic life
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Be smart -- do needed
research without losing sight of
your goal. Once you have a plan
of action, you could be surprised
by how quickly events and situations unfurl. Don't react to the
unexpected: rather, work with it.
Tonight: Put your signature on
the night.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Place yourself where
others can be found. Meetings
take on additional power, as the
collective seems to see eye to
eye. Use the afternoon for a personal matter. You could be quite
excited about what you are
doing. Tonight: Not to be found.
BORN TODAY
Co-founder of The Huffington
Post Ananna Huffington (1950)
actor Scott Foley (1972)

Duece: Shepherd mix,
young adult,
male

SHELTER HOURS: MON.•FRI. 10 AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM-3 PM
For more information contar t

Murray-Calloway County Animal
at (270) 759-4141

Shelte
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Looking Back
Ten .years ago
Hannah Lyn Derby. 2I-monthsold, won first place in the Girls
0-2 age group in the Freedom
Feat Kid's Parade June 30. She
is the daughter of Eric and Tammie Derby of New Concord.
Recently reported births include
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Justin
Keeling; and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Brad Rogers.
Locust Grove Baptist Church
will have its Vacation Bible School
"SonCreek Junction!" starting
Monday and continuing through
Friday. The Rev. Jeff Elliot is
pastor.
,
Murray High Lady Tigers
wrapped up their participation in
the three-day girls' Steamboat
Classic with a 7-4 record after
falling to Glenwood. III.
Twenty years ago
The following were recognized
at a meeting of the Calloway
County Board of Education: Jane
Sisk. a biology teacher at CCHS,
was one of 100 national finalists in the Tandy Scholars Program which recognizes outstanding math and computer science
teachers; Betty Jackson, a fourth
grade teacher at Southwest Elementary, and Brenda Nix, a business teacher at CCHS received
Golden
Apple
Achievement
Awards.
Virgil L. Hale will be the featured speaker in a series of gospel
meetings to be held at Coldwater Church of Christ, July 14-18
Thirty years ago
A $76.(100 grant from the Mass
Transit Division of the Kentucky
Department of Transportation has
been awarded to the Murray-Calloway County Transit System,
Calloway County Judge Executive Robert 0. Miller and Murray Mayor Melvin B. Henley
announced today.
Paul Kiesow was presented a
certificate of appreciation for his
leadership in the 1981 fund drive
or the Calloway County chapr of the American Red Cross.

ie

Christi West and Ashley Thurman from Thurman's Dance Studio, Murray, took first place in
disco exhibition and placed second for overall amateur ballroom
junior division at the Mid United States Tournament and Dance
Championships. Cincinnati. Ohio.
Forty years ago
High winds, driving rain and
hail lashed through Calloway
County and western Kentucky
last night causing property dam-age over a widespread area.
Recently reported births include
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Darrell
Parker; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Larry Harris; and,a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. James D. Hopkins.
Nancy Myers. daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. A.F. (Skeet) Myers of
Hazel, won first place in the
West Kentucky Horseman's Association Open Horse Show held
last night at the Calloway County Jaycee Fair.
Fifty years ago
New faculty members at Murray State College include Dr.
Kenneth E. Harrell, Ernest J.
Clark. James 0. Williams. Bobbie Bateman and Dr. Mary Elizabeth Bell.
The Murray American Legion
Baseball Team beat Paducah 6
to 4. Steve Williams was pitcher for Murray.
Dr. and Mrs. F.E. Crawford are
attending the Junior League Horse
Show at Lexington.
Sixty years ago
A check for $750 was delivered to the Calloway County
Chapter of the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis on
July 2 by Gen. P. Voss. director
of chapters, according to Ray
Brownfield. Calloway County
chairman. The money will be
used largely to pay exercise treatment Costs for 12 polio patients
in Calloway County.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Futrell
have returned from a visit in
Hazelhurst, Miss.

Murray Ledger & Times

Widowed mom's ugly behavior
is sign that she needs help
DEAR ABBY: I agree with
your advice to "Driven Away in
Georgia". (May 26), whose widowed mother has become so bitter, all eight of her children avoid
her. As a clinical neuropsychologist who works with people with
dementia and other aging-related
problems, I'd
like to share
my thoughts.
When
a
-spouse dies,
previously
undetected
early -stage
dementia can
become
apparent to
Dear Abby others. If the
sU rviving
By Abigail
spouse
had
Van Buren
pre-existing
cognitive deficits, they may have
been concealed by the competency of the other spouse. After the
spouse dies, the structure and
functional support once provided
is suddenly removed. Symptoms
then become apparent to family
members. Another diagnostic
option might be depression, which
can often resemble dementia.
There are medications that can
help manage and even slow down
the progression of dementia. You
were right to recommend that family members become more involved
rather than back away since this
woman clearly needs either psychiatric or neurological intervention, or both. Thank you for shedding light on a• very common
problem that can touch any family. -- RICHARD FULBRIGHT,
Ph.D.. DALLAS
DEAR DR. FULBRIGHT:
Thank you for sharing your expertise and raising awareness for those
with family members who are also
struggling with similar issues. Read
on:
DEAR ABBY: In addition to
concerns about dementia, the mother may be overwhelmed with living life as a widow. The eight
surviving children should try to

NIurra

Natural remedies
for arthritic hands

arrange for pan-time hired help
for her household chores that build
up. If Mom is living on limited
income, she may be crushed with
financial stress. Perhaps it's time
for her to downsize to a more
manageable home.
Instead of avoiding her, these
"kids" need to find out exactly what
problems are overwhelming their
mother and get her help. -- CONCERNED SON IN LAUREL, MD.
DEAR ABBY: 'Driven" and
her siblings could offer more by
getting together, taking potluck
dishes and meeting at Mom's house
over a weekend to split up her
chore list. My own mom would
say. "Many hands make labor
light" -- and laughter makes the
time pass quickly. If they can do
this two or three times a year,
Mom might feel more secure and
relaxed.
Her children also should take
turns taking Mom out to dinner
and a movie once a month. It
will give her something to look
forward to. When you lose someone who was involved in your
daily life, it gets lonely.
A tip to the kids: Imagine
yourselves in your mom's shoes
instead of thinking about how much
you have to do. -- NANCY IN
PAYSON, ARIZ.
DEAR ABBY: If each child
contributed a small amount of
money each month, they could
hire a handyman to take care of
the various projects Mom needs
to be done. Aging parents can be
a challenge, but pulling away and
spending less time with them will
only lead to regrets later. -- LAUREN, SAN DIEGO
DEAR ABBY: Anytime our
family got together, or my folks
were having special guests over,
my mom would ask me to clean
her house. I resented it, figuring
since I could clean my home.
Mom could clean hers. Mom
passed more than a year ago, and
I'd give ANYTHING to be able
to clean house for her again.
BILL IN TRASKWOOD, ARK.

DEAR DR. GOTT: My 67year-old husband has recently
become affected by arthritis pain.
in his hands. They swell and his
knuckles seem to 'stick." What
are some ways of dealing with
this problem? He is currently taking aspinn for the pain, but we'd
like to know if a supplement or
anything else
would
be
helpful.
DEAR
READER:
There
are
more
than
100 types of
arthritis, the
most common
of which is
Dr. Gott osteoarthritis.
This
form
typically
By
Dr. Peter Gott OCCUrs as we
age and is the
result of joint cartilage breakdown. While typically seen in
seniors, anyone can develop
osteoarthritis;• it generally affects
weight-bearing joints such as the
hips, knees and spine, but may
be present in just about any joint
in the body.
To determine if this is the
cause of your husband's hand pain,
I suggest he make an appointment with his physician for an
examination, blood work and Xrays. Other types of arthritis can
cause similar symptoms but may
require different treatment. I will
answer your question as though
he has osteoarthritis since it is
the most likely cause.
Over-the-counter anti-inflammatory drugs such as ibuprofen.
naproxen and aspirin can relieve
pain and swelling, but do not use
more than the recommended dose
because they may upset the stomach.
Glucosamine chondroitin may
prevent further damage and rebuild
lost cartilage.
Topical castor oil, or castor
oil-based lotions with capsaicin

or menthol (such as Castiva).
applied to the affected areas twice
a day can reduce pain.
A purple grape juice and liquid pectin combination has been
found to reduce pain and swelling
while increasing mobility. Simply
mix 8 ounces of the juice with
1 to 2 tablespoons of the liquid
pectin; drink up to three times a
day. When pain levels have been
lowered, reduce the pectin to I
to 2 teaspoons and drink the mixture once or (since a day as a
maintenance dose. Other readers
have had success using 4 ounces
of grape juice and 8 ounces of
apple juice, and a few brave souls
have even taken the pectin without any juice at all. Apple pectin
capsules have also been found
beneficial by sonic, but they may
be difficult to find.
•
Beyond that, prescription antiinflammatory and pain medications may be recommended. Exercise and physical therapy will
keep the joints moving. Heat or
ice applied to the affected areas
several times a day may also relieve
pain.
There are many options. so I
urge your husband to see a physician to get to the bottom of the
situation. Together, they can then
come up with a treatment plan
that will successfully ease pain,
improve hand mobility and prevent further damage.
Readers who are interested in
learning more can order my Health
Reports "Osteoarthritis," "Dr. Gott's
Compelling Home Remedies" and
"More Compelling Home Remedies" by sending a self-addressed,
stamped, No. 10 envelope and a
$2 U.S. check or money order
per report to Dr. Peter Gott, P.O.
Box 433. Lakeville, CT 06039.
Be sure to mention the title(s)
when writing, or print an order
form from my website's direct
1
www.AskDrGottMD.com/order_fo
tm.pdf,
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Today in History
By the Associated Press
released the seven prisoners inside.
Today is Thursday. July 14,
In 1881. outlaw William H.
the 195th day of 2011. There are Bonney Jr.. alias "Billy the Kid."
170 days left in the year.
was shot and killed by Sheriff
Today's Highlight in History:
Pat Garrett in Fort Sumner. N.M.
On July 14. 1911, Harry N.
In 1913, Gerald Rudolph Ford
Atwood became the first pilot to Jr. the 38th president of the Unitland an airplane (a Wright Model ed States, was born Leslie Lynch
B biplane) on the grounds of the King Jr. in Omaha. Neb. .
White House after flying in from
In 1933, all German political
Boston: he was greeted- by Pres- patties, except the Nazi Party,
ident William Howard Taft.
were outlawed.
On this date;
In 1960, British researcher Jane
In 1789, during the French Goodall arrived at the Gombe
Revolution, citizens of Paris (GAHM'-bay) Stream Reserve in
stormed the Bastille prison and the Tanganyika Territory (in presE3
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Hints From Heloise
ent-day Tanzania) to begin her
famous study of chimpanzees in
the wild.
In 1966. eight student nurses
were murdered by Richard Speck
in a Chicago dormitory.
Ten years ago: China convicted American business professor
Li Shaomin of spying for Taiwan
and then ordered him deported
Katharine Graham. the 84-yearold chairman of the executive
committee of The Washington Post
Co., suffered a head injury in a
fall in Sun Valley, Idaho (she died
three days later 1.
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LAMINATE
CLEANER
Dear
Heloise: Is it
safe to clean
LAMINATE
FLOORS
with vinegar?
If so, what is
by
recipe? -Heloise the
Marilyn Wagner. via email
Yes. it is safe to clean MOST
laminate floors with a - solution of
vinegar and water. which is yet
another reason to love vinegar!
Mix 1 cup household vinegar with
1 gallon warm water. Use a slightly damp mop. DO NOT overivet
the floor -- water is laminate
floors' enemy, as it can cause
water spots or even warping. Vinegar is a great household cleaner
to keep on hand for all types of
household uses. 1 have a lot of
money-saving vinegar hints that can
be yours by sending $5 and a
long, stamped (64 cents), selfaddressed
envelope
to:
Heloise/Vinegar, PO. Box 795001,
San Antonio, TX 78279-5001. To
clean windows. mix 1/2 to 1 cup
of vinegar and 1/2 gallon of water
Put the solution into a spray bottle and use newspaper to clean

the vi
Heloise
teeth, but there's not a mirror
PERFUME SAMPLES
handy, take a close-up picture, of
Dear Heloise: l am writing your smile with your cellphone
regarding the item I read in our camera. Check your teeth and then
(Salem, Ore.)Statesman Journal delete! -- Christine, Friendswood,
about perfume samples making Texas
good bookmarks.
This is a new hint for using
I just wanted to say that the a cellphone! Other hints: Pick up
reader may like the perfume smell. a table knife and you may see a
but there are so Many people who reflection, ask a close friend or
are really allergic and have mul- excuse yourself and pop into the
tiple chemical sensitivities. Any re.stror
-- 11e1oisr
kind of chemical smell, be it per- EXTENSION CORD
fume, scented candles, room air
Dear Heloise: Large extension
fresheners or deodorizers, makes cords are not very flexible or easthem terribly ill.
ily stored. I coil the cord into a
The perfume smell may never form of a relaxed figure eight and
come out of the books. If the use a thick ponytail holder, which
reader takes any of these books comes in multiples per package,
to a used bookstore, it will con- to secure the cord. -- Margarette
taminate other books as well. -- Mattem. Temple, Texas
Joan from Oregon
JIGSAW PUZZLE
Joan, thanksfor your comment.
Dear Heloise: After putting
and say hi to my friends in Ore- together a puzzle, store the borgon! The original column did der in a separate plastic bag. Store
address this issue and suggested the remaining pieces in their own
to'my readers to be aware of this plastic bag. Just a little easier on
if using a library book or a loaned the next person putting together
one, Or if the books are going to the puzzle. -- Joan Parker; via
be donated. -- Heloise
email
CLEAN TEETH
Dear Heloise: Here's a hint
(02011 by King Features Synmy 19-year-old daughter gave me: dicate Inc.
If you've just eaten and think you
might have something in your
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Crosswords

[DUPS.-T.11NC)
I NEED TO 6€ ABLE TO SHOW
COLLEGES THAT I CAN
OVERCOME OBSTACLES +,
ANT) PERSEVERE NO
MATTER
WHAT.

DUSTIN, CAN I LIST YOU

AS A REFERENCE ON MY
COLLEGE APPUCATION?

*CARED ;OR
HOMEBOUND ADULT
FAMILY MEMBER....

GAINFIFIEL_CICa)
THAT THUNDER CAN'T
NOW, GARFIELD

GET US

E A NI 1...1

SO7
i)

IT'S SAFE HERE
UNDER THE COUCH

IT'S ALSO
21560671NC,

CARE FOR A
PETRIFIED
CHEESE CURL?
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Pert talk
Code name
Money drawer
Morphine product
Together. in music
Yard tools
Fragrant flower
Household flower
Without harm
Numerical prefix
Elegance
Gaggle group
Paris pal
Hired killer
Bright flower
Spring flower
Houdini feat
Carnival attraction
Bacon slice
Spotted
Bye. in Baja
Coup d'-

Historic time
Down
Vegas-set series
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Antlered animal
Egypt-based opera
Disparaging remark
Big hammers
TV, radio, etc,
Heart, for one
Fish eggs
Army address
USN rank
Sculptor Moore
Long fish
Gossip bit
Stellar bear
Bearing
Racket
—mater
Ump's call
View from Tampa
Back
Errand runner
Sun Valley setting
Stares in shock
Losing plan
Inkling
Spring period
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Peck Out This Lineup!
CZCO 2011 Chevy Impala IS
MSRP

$25,490

Peppei's Disc.

Rebate

APR •u,

0%for 60mos.—
Plus $500 Toyota Rebate

72 k

•6 Passenger Seating
• 29 MPG Hwy
• 3.5 L V-6 Engine

MSRP
Peppers Disc
Toyota Rebate

a System

Clio 2011 GMC Sierra 2500 HD
4WD Ext. Cab W/T

"T"-t.
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2011 CHRYSLER
TOURING
$21
700200
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2011 DODGE GRAND CARAVAN EXPRESS
P L, 1

Re. 4C. SI0*-Ii-GO
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• Cruise Control • HD Trailering Pkg
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All New 2011 Toyota Corollas
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*CT1200

$26265
- 2.519
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Ally Financial Bonus
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- 1.000"

Looking to Help All Military Personnel and College
Grads with Their Automotive Needs?
ON-THE-SPOT FINANCING!
www.clickpeppers.org
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PEPPERS AUTOMOTIVE RENOWNED SPECIALS
2007 TOYOTA SEQUOIA SR5 2004 DODGE RAM 1500
90.000 MILES

75.000 MILES

ST, Regular Cab
Short Bed

After putting
tore the borstic bag. Store
in their own
ittle easier on
tting together
Parker. via

16,000 MILES

9,000 MILES

60th Anniversary Edition,
20" Alloy Wheels

4x4, Alloy Wheels, Chrome
Step Bars. Stk. #P7879
(a)TOYOTA

2009 CHEVROLET SILVERADO LT
35,000 MILES

V-8, Polished
Ahoy Wheels.
Heated Leather,
NAV

116,000 MILES
T/C, PW/PL, CD. Alloy
Wheels

Crew Cab. 20" Chrome
Wheels, Tinted Windows.

2009 KIA BORREGO EX

2008 JEEP COMMANDER SPORT 4X4
34,000 MILES

72,000 MILES

Moonroof. 3rd Row Seat
Stk. #CP1099

20" SRT Wheels, Moonroof.
FITT Stripe. Spoiler.

36.000 MILES
Alloy Wheels, 3rd Row
Seat.

Stk. #CC1126A

sol99885
RAM 2500 ST
2010 DODGE JOURNEY RJT 2010 JEEP PATRIOT SPORT 2010 DODGE
12,000 MILES
17,000 MILES

25,000 MILES

Heated Leather, NAV. Chrome
Wheels. 3rd Row Seat. Stk. lICP1102

T/C, PW PL, CD
Stk #CP1102
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Cummins Diesel, 4x4
Automatic

2400 E. Wood St., Paris, TN
642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816
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Riverbank project
uncovers American
Indian remains

Vol. I

CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. (AP) - Workers shoring up the
riverbank at Moccasin Bend uncovered human remains, and an
archaeologist at the Tennessee River project west of downtown
Chattanooga has found an American Indian burial place elsewhere opened for apparent looting.
The chief park ranger for the Chickamauga and Chattanooga
National Military Park said the archaeological site is under guard
and an investigation of possible grave looting recently at the
Moccasin Bend National Archaeological District is underway.
Native American Indian Movement chief Carl -Two Feathers"
Whitaker said he has been told that "remains were disturbed
where they're working. and that they are not being protected and
guarded."
Chief ranger Todd Roeder told the Chattanooga Times Free
Press that officials would meet with representatives of tribes who
signed a park stabilization work plan and memorandum of agreement.
Park Service officials and contractors said recent storms and
the river washed out a grave, not the erosion project.
Kent Cave,a park ranger and spokesman, told the Chattanooga
Times Free Press that Whitaker's group is "misinformed."
To protect the sites of hundreds of burials on what is known to
have been a huge American Indian village, no machinery has
been allowed on the riverbank, park officials said. Rocks and fill
dirt are handled from a barge in the river.
"We found these things because this project was occurring. It
wasn't a result of that (work)," said Jim Szyjkowski chief ,of
resource management at the park. "And this whole project ... is
intended to protect against this kind of thing happening in the
future.After the remains were found, the park service called in the
Southeastern Archaeological Conference.
Whitaker said he hopes tribal representatives will insist that the
park service treat the remains respectfully and not use them for
testing or exhibit.
"According to our Native American customs, and also the law.
the remains are to be treated with great spirituality," he said.
"And if it's not done that way we will have a large gathering
there. Think of it as like a drum getting closer and closer. We're
waking up, and we're not going to be shoved around anymore.
And our burials aren't either."
The river for decades has been washing away about a foot a
year from Moccasin Bend, which officially became the Moccasin
Bend National Archaeological District in 2003. The $3.2 million
first phase of stabilization work started earlier this year and covers about a mile of Moccasin Bend's 5.4-mile perimeter. Rocks
and fill dirt are being used to raise the riverbank. The fill dirt will
be planted first with grass, then with native plants to hold the soil.
Nick Honerkamp,an archaeology professor at the University of
Tennessee at Chattanooga. described the project plan as "kind of
a model for what should be done. And actually what has been
done is a model, too. Everything is working the way its supposed
to work."
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L.A.S.E.R. PROGRAM: Karen Coles directs children with the Calloway County School
District's L.A.S.E.R. (Laker After
School Educational Resource) program in the World War ll section of the Wrather West Kentucky
Museum Wednesday morning.

Betty Ford remembered at bipartisan memorial
By JEFF WILSON
and JOHN FtOGERS
Associated Press
PALM DESERT, Calif. (AP)
— She was more than just a first
lady, admirers said of Betty
Ford. She was a role model for
every presidential wife who followed her into the White House,
not to mention a tireless advocate for women's rights and
other causes that improved the
lives of millions.
Ford, who died Friday at age
93, was memorialized Tuesday
by some 800 friends and family
members, including no fewer
than four current and former
first ladies and one ex-president.
On Wednesday she was to
leave her adopted Southern

California home for the last
time, headed to Grand Rapids,
Mich., where her husband,
President Gerald R. Ford, who
died in 2006, is buried.
"Or as she called him, my
boyfriend of 58 years of marriage," said her son Michael
Ford during a two-hour service
at St. Margaret's Episcopal
Church in this desert resort
town.
A second service was scheduled for Thursday in Michigan
at which Lynne Cheney, wife of
former Vice President Dick
Cheney, was to speak. Among
those expected to attend was
former first lady Barbara Bush.
Also Thursday, Ford is to be
interred .at her husband's presi-
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Bill Kopperud

Kathy Kopperud

dential library on what would
have been his 98th birthday.
Following
Tuesday's
California service, members of
the public were invited into the
church for a viewing that was
scheduled to last until midnight.
During the service, former
first lady Rosalynn Carter and
journalist Cokie Roberts, among
others, hailed Ford as a force of
nature whose boundless energy
and enthusiasm, coupled with a
steadfast determination to do
what was right, pushed the
country toward a commitment
to equal rights for women and
other causes.
yord, the accidental first lady,
was thrust into the White House
when Richard Nixon resigned as

president on Aug. 9, 1974, and
her husband, then vice president, assumed the nation's highest office. Although she always
said she never expected nor
wanted to be first lady. she
quickly embraced the role.
Her candidness, unheard of at
the time, helped bring such previously taboo subjects as breast
cancer into the public discussion
as she openly discussed her own
battle with the disease. She was
equally outspoken about her
struggles with drug and alcohol
abuse, and her spearheading of
the creation of the Betty Ford
Center to treat those diseases
has benefited thousands.
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56 Richard Lane - Gorgeous Lakefront w/Pool & Dock

1316 Oak Hill Dr. - $395,000
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3038 Radio Rd. - $205.000
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286 Crossland Rd. - $199,000

1557 Mockingbird Dr. - $178,900

6022 St. Rt. 94 West - $165,000

561 Backusburg Rd. - $158,000
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1534 Oxford Dr. - $154,900

252 Stoneside Dr. - $154,900

4463 Kirksey Rd. - $153,900

1625 Keenland Drive
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